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 BOUSSINGAULT AND THE NITROGEN CYCLE

 RICHARD P. AULIE

 Department of Biology, Chicago State College

 INTRODUCTION

 THE NAME of Jean-Baptiste Boussingault
 (1802-1887) has all but disappeared from modern
 biology, but his researches on the chemical rela-
 tionships between plants and animals still remain
 one of the finest achievements of nineteenth-

 century science (fig. 1). In the late 1830's he set
 himself the task of tracing the path of nitrogen
 between living organisms and their physical en-
 vironment. His chemical studies, published on
 this problem from 1836 to 1876, revealed in con-
 siderable detail the "nitrogen cycle" in nature and
 brought the subject to the very threshold of its
 modern microbiological formulation.

 The "nitrogen cycle" is a basic component of
 modern biology. Through a number of interlock-
 ing processes in nature, decomposing plant and
 animal material is rendered available as soluble

 plant nutrients, and also is reduced to gaseous
 nitrogen fractions that return to the atmosphere.
 Additional quantities of nitrogen are supplied to
 plants by both symbiotic and free-living micro-
 organisms that fix atmospheric nitrogen. This
 understanding is one of the major experimental
 achievements of the nineteenth century. It gradu-
 ally emerged with the bacteriological discoveries
 of the 1880's and 1890's in the decade after Bous-
 singault's death.

 The purpose of this paper is to (a) outline the
 experimental steps that, beginning as early as
 1785, first identified nitrogen as a crucial element
 in living organisms, (b) analyze the historical,
 sequential development of Boussingault's thought
 as he followed this element, with an emphasis on
 (c) the scientific reasoning he used in his critical
 experiments, thus to understand (d) why the
 solution of the problem of the sources of plant
 nitrogen occupied the better part of a century.

 HOW BOUSSINGAULT BECAME A SCIENTIST

 A brief, though clear outline of the formative
 influences that guided Boussingault's early de-
 velopment and led to his scientific career may be
 gleaned from his five-volume Memoires, written
 late in life and published posthumously from 1892

 to 1903.1 From the description of his Parisian
 homelife on La Rue de la Parcheminerie, 20, it
 is evident he was born into a family of only
 modest means. His father was a small shop-
 keeper, who sold tobacco and groceries, and for
 a time the family home was on the second floor of
 the store. His neighbors were rag collectors,
 parchment makers, and wine merchants. He de-
 scribed the repeated illnesses of his mother, who
 was attended by the eminent physician, Julien-
 Jean-Cesar Legalois (1770-1814). The young
 Jean Baptiste faithfully supplied him with neigh-
 borhood cats for his remarkable decapitation ex-
 periments on the integrity of the spinal cord.2

 Education

 Boussingault did not receive an extensive for-
 mal education. He went to the usual lycee until
 the age of ten, but he apparently resisted the
 idea of entering a military academy, and with
 good reason, for in the year 1812 the reverses
 Napoleon was experiencing did not commend
 army life.3 His interest in science was encour-
 aged with a gift from his mother of twenty-five
 francs-"Quel sacrifice pour la pauvre femme"-
 with which he bought the four-volume edition
 of the Traite de Chimie of Louis Jacques Thenard
 (1777-1857), whom he heard lecture at the
 College de France, and whose chemistry had a
 strong influence on his career.4 He gave no
 record of having entered any of the educational
 institutions in Paris as a regular student for a
 particular sequence of study. But from age ten to
 fifteen he attended the most popular lectures
 at the College de France, L'Ecole Polytechnique,
 L'Universite de Paris, and the Museum d'Histoire
 Naturelle. By so doing, he became acquainted
 with the scientific work then occurring in Paris,
 including the physics and chemistry of Jean
 Baptiste Biot (1774-1862), Louis-Joseph Gay-
 Lussac (1778-1850), the aforesaid Thenard, and
 the mathematics and mineralogy of Abbe Rene-

 1 Boussingault, 1892-1903.
 2 Ibid. 1: p. 4.
 3 Ibid., pp. 46-73.
 4 Ibid., p. 44.
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 FIG. 1. Jean-Baptiste-Joseph-Dieudonne Boussingault
 (Boussingault, 1892-1903: 1: frontispiece).

 Just Haiiy (1743-1822) to form what he called
 a "hodgepodge" (salmigondis) of science. The
 Parisian savants did not mind the boy scribbling
 at the back of the room. In 1817 Boussingault's
 parents allowed him to enter the School of Mines
 at Saint-Etienne in Alsace, for he knew he would
 find there a laboratory, collections of geology and
 mineralogy, and a library, all of which he had
 learned to appreciate during those informal visits
 in the lecture halls of Paris.5 This was probably
 the only formal training he had in science. At
 Saint-Etienne he met a wealthy landowner, Mon-
 sieur Le Bel, in whose home he often visited and
 who became, fourteen years later, his father-in-
 law.6

 Thus at the age of nineteen, Boussingault's
 qualifications certainly were not auspicious: the
 French lycee, auditing lectures, plus some techni-
 cal training, but no university diploma, and no
 family wealth to support independent study. Yet

 5 Ibid., pp. 103-167. A detailed account of his school
 life, personality sketches of teachers, fellow students,
 daily expenses, etc.

 6 Ibid., pp. 160, 161. Joseph Achille Le Bel (1847-1930)
 apparently was the grandson of Boussingault's father-in-
 law; he achieved fame with his idea of asymmetric car-
 bon atoms, which was also proposed independently and
 concurrently by Jacobus Henricus van't Hoff (1852-
 1911), with whcm his name is often associated.

 he was elected to the Academie des Sciences at

 the early age of thirty-seven, and in a distin-
 guished career he earned the respect of the scien-
 tific communities on the continent, in England,
 and in North America.7 In 1879 he was awarded

 the Copley Medal by the Royal Society of London,
 the highest award at their disposal, ". . . for his
 long-continued and important Researches and
 Discoveries in Agricultural Chemistry." 8 How
 could the grocer's son go so far? The answer
 may be traced to events that began in 1821.

 To South America

 Boussingault's opportunity came that year when
 a special emissary from Simon Bolivar (1781-
 1830) visited Paris to recruit technically trained
 young men to staff a scientific establishment at
 Bogota, Colombia, for training civil and military
 engineers.9 He quickly accepted a four-year con-
 tract. When Baron Friedrich Heinrich Alex-

 ander von Humboldt (1769-1859) heard the
 news, he became quite exercised about the scien-
 tific possibilities of the young adventurer, who
 without doubt reminded him of his own trip to
 South America twenty years before. Von Hum-
 boldt wrote him numerous letters of encourage-
 ment and advice on what to do and not to do

 when he went overseas, set up a series of briefing
 sessions with him on the use of scientific instru-

 ments, even suggested the subject of his first
 research problem, introduced him to other Paris
 academiciens, among them Dominique-Franqois
 Arago (1786-1853), the Marquis de Pierre Simon
 Laplace (1749-1827), Simeon-Denise Poisson
 (1781-1840), and Biot, gave him a letter of in-
 troduction to Bolivar, and copies of his own books
 to read aboard ship.10 It was a bit unsettling for
 the nineteen-year-old; it appeared he would have
 more to do than teach in a mining school. He
 recalled his briefing sessions with von Humboldt :"1

 Humboldt wished first of all to get to know me, to
 take my measure. He spoke often and much, and I
 listened as a student listens to a master; also he en-
 couraged in me "the great art of listening." He soon
 manifested to me this lively friendship that he main-
 tained toward me until his death.

 The teenager was in the presence of the foremost

 7 Index Biographique: pp. 64, 65, "Boussingault."
 8 Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of

 London (1879) 169.
 9 Boussingault, 1892-1903: 2: pp. 167-191.
 10 Ibid., pp. 183-186; 238, 270. Von Humboldt probably

 gave Boussingault the first volume of his Voyage ....
 1814-1825.

 " Ibid. 2: p. 179.
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 science adviser of Europe, perhaps the foremost
 scientist in the first half of the nineteenth century;
 it was only appropriate that he should learn the
 "art of listening" (see fig. 2).12 His subsequent
 success in life was due in no small measure to
 the fact that he did so.

 Boussingault's lack of academic qualifications
 did not deter the great von Humboldt, who con-
 tinued to encourage his new protege during the
 weeks of preparation before embarkation :13

 . . . To ease my mind, I have sent you, my dear
 Boussingault, a credit of a thousand francs, that I
 have had done by MM. Delessert, bankers at
 Paris. . . . Tell me what errands you wish me to do
 in Paris, and you will find no one who acts more
 promptly than I.... Have you arranged to have sent
 out to Santa-Fe the Annales de Chimie and their con-
 tinuation ? Leave it to me. . . . I should hope very
 much that you could sail aboard an American packet.
 I do not absolutely wish that you would have to
 fight off the corsairs. Courage is good for other
 things ....

 Boussingault, for his part, amply fulfilled this
 trust. He liked South America so well he stayed
 on for ten years, from age twenty to thirty,
 served under El Libertador for six, and traveled
 widely throughout Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador,
 Peru, and Chile. He tramped over the Cordil-
 leras, and collected numerous surveying measure-
 ments as a contribution to the knowledge of their
 geologic profile. He wrote letters describing the
 customs of the indigenous Indians, and the wars
 of independence under Bolivar. He surveyed for
 future mineral exploitations, examined live vol-
 canos, and explored various river valleys.14 He
 sent back to Paris accurate barometric pressure
 readings at different altitudes, refined the carto-
 graphic position of Venezuelan and Colombian
 cities, and made temperature readings in the
 Andes to a height of 5,500 meters. In 1825 he
 analyzed a salt deposit known to be beneficial as
 a remedy for goiter, and advised the Colombian
 government that the therapeutic value of the salt
 deposit was due to its iodine content.15 He also

 12 Index Biographique: p. 277, "Humboldt ;" Biography:
 De Terra, 1955.

 13 Excerpts from von Humboldt's letters in 1855 in
 Boussingault, 1892-1903: 1: pp. 277, 278, 280, 290. Von
 Humboldt probably had his way also with Boussingault's
 sailing plans: the young man embarked on the American
 packet, "New York," September 22, 1821, and disem-
 barked at Guayra (now La Guaira) near Caracas,
 Venezuela, on November 21, after a voyage apparently
 uninterrupted by corsairs.

 14 Boussingault, 1892-1903: 2-5: passim.
 15 Boussingault, 1825; 1831; 1833.

 FIG. 2. Baron Friedrich Heinrich Alexander von Hum-
 boldt. Courtesy Dale R. Roylance, Curator of
 Graphic Arts, Sterling Library, Yale University.

 examined the feasibility of water communication
 between the Caribbean and the Pacific, as von
 Humboldt had done, and suggested a possible
 route for small craft through a system of canals
 between two rivers in the Choco Valley of
 Colombia.16 One of his accomplishments in which
 he took justifiable pride was his successful climb,
 on December 16, 1831, of Mount Chimborazo in
 Ecuador, as von Humboldt had done. Accom-
 panied by an Englishman and a black person on
 a second attempt, he climbed to an altitude of
 6,004 meters, according to his calculations, in so
 doing coming within about 150 meters of the apex,
 and exceeding by about 200 meters von Hum-
 boldt's record of 1802.17

 16 Boussingault, 1892-1903: 5: pp. 1-5. Boussingault
 thought he had found an easy access by a marshy con-
 nection between the Atrata River that empties into the
 Caribbean, and the San Juan River that empties into the
 Pacific, in northwest Colombia.

 17 Ibid., pp. 277-316. Also in Boussingault, 1835. A
 remarkable account of his ascent of Chimborazo (alti-
 tude 20,180'), to the highest elevation reached by any
 man to that date (about 19,500'), during which he noted
 his own physiological reactions to reduced air pressure
 in an attempt to determine the causes of "mountain-
 sickness."
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 First Publications

 Boussingault's numerous observations formed
 the basis of the twenty-five papers he wrote in
 South America.18 Many or all of these he in-
 cluded with letters to von Humboldt, who would
 then go round to the Boussingault home above the
 shop and tell the family the fresh news he had
 received. Together they would discuss how the
 young man was getting on so far away, and
 wonder when the next packet ship from South
 America would be due. Soon Boussingault began
 to receive notice by the scientific community in
 Paris. In 1823 his sister, Vaudet, made plain the
 reason for his growing reputation19:

 The Annales de Chimie have many pages filled with
 your observations. You see that M. von Humboldt
 does not neglect you. He regards you very highly.
 The success which I hoped would come of your
 perilous voyage is the approbation of this illustrious
 traveler, especially the friendship of this estimable
 man.

 Vaudet could not resist quoting from a note their
 father had received from von Humboldt, as she
 continued the glowing news20:

 '"I have the honor of sending you, sir, some reprints
 of the memoire of M. Boussingault . . . that I have
 had published. ... You might wish to give them to
 friends of the author. ... It is necessary to care for
 the interests of an absent friend, and these ideas,
 made known without affectation before the public,
 are useful for the reputation which this young man
 ought to enjoy both at home and in the country in
 which he resides today. ...."

 I am overwhelmed by all the kindness of this dear
 man for you, and all the good will that he shows to
 us. As for you, the only way is to realize the hopes
 that you raise in him.

 ... how obliging he is in entering in the journals
 all that can contribute toward making you known.
 When you return to your native land you can count
 on a certain fame. . . . But your diet is not too
 wholesome: bacon, salty meat, and in a hot country!
 That would not suit my fancy....

 His younger brother also wrote him of what von
 Humboldt was doing for the family21:

 . . I have never seen a man so obliging as this
 good sir. When he receives news from you, he is

 18 Boussingault's papers are listed under his name in
 the Catalogue of the Royal Society of London.

 19 Boussingault, 1892-1903: 3: p. 289. Boussingault's
 first paper in South America, as suggested by von
 Humboldt, was published jointly with Mariano de Rivero
 in 1823. They found the sap contained a magnesium salt,
 sugar, and fibrin.

 20 Boussingault, 1892-1903: 3: p. 289; 4: pp. 324, 354.
 Extracts of letters in 1823 and 1824.

 21 Ibid. 4: pp. 334, 335.

 eager to send it to us the same day, and to remove
 our anxiety for you, and all the science articles you
 have sent him, he has put them in the journals ....

 After Boussingault returned in 1832, he published
 twenty more articles concerning his sojourn in
 Bolivar country.

 A few weeks before leaving for home, Bous-
 singault was drawn to the biological problem that
 was to occupy the major part of his energies in
 the years to come. In January, 1832, he visited
 a guano deposit at 5? south latitude on the Peru-
 vian coast, where he found his goal in life. A
 few years later, he characterized the importance
 oi this event22:

 On a vast coastal plain of Peru, the extremely sterile
 soil is rendered fertile by the application of guano;
 the soil, composed of a quartz sand mixed with clay,
 then produces abundant crops. Fertilizer, which
 evokes a change at once prompt and favorable, is
 formed almost exclusively of ammoniacal salts. It
 was in the presence of this fact in 1832, the period of
 my life when I found myself on the coasts of the
 south sea, that I adopted the opinion that I hold
 today on the phenomenon of vegetation. I formulated
 my ideas on this subject in a mnemoire published in
 1837.

 This passage indicates the circumstances under
 which the questions he later set out to resolve
 were first posed to him: What is the origin of
 nitrogenous material ? Under what form is nitro-
 gen assimilated by plants? And what is the
 mechanism of its assimilation?

 By any reasonable standard, Boussingault's ac-
 complishment in South America was outstanding.
 Yet it does not detract from this accomplishment
 to observe that, in scope and quantity, it did not
 achieve the influence and vision of von Humboldt.
 Nor does his work show any of the Naturphilo-
 sophie that so pervades the writings of his mentor.
 He could survey with competence a water route
 across Colombia, and see at once the importance
 of guano, but only von Humboldt could write a
 Cosmos.23

 22 Boussingault, 1843, 1844: 1: pp. 44, 45; 1892-1903:
 5: pp. 319-321; 1860-1891: 3: pp. 94-148; 1860. Bous-
 singault made these observations a few weeks before
 sailing for home aboard the brig, "Medina," with a stop
 at New York.

 23von Humboldt, 1850-1859. The influence of Natur-
 philosophie on von Humboldt may be seen in the intro-
 duction and prolegomena to his Cosmos, written in his
 last years. The ideology of Naturphilosophie may be
 viewed as a constructive influence on him, without de-
 tracting from the strongly empirical aspects of his life-
 work. Analysis of Cosmos in De Terra, 1955: pp. 370-
 374. There is no such influence apparent in the published
 work of Boussingault.
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 Acceptance in Paris

 Soon after his return to Paris, where he found
 his numerous articles had established his reputa-
 tion, Boussingault accepted concurrent posts at
 the Conservatoire des Arts et Metier and at the
 Faculty of Science of L'Universite de Paris. In
 1833, after marrying Mlle Adele Le Bel, about
 ten years his junior, he became the proprietor of
 his wife's estate near the small town of Bechel-

 bronn (now called Pechelbronn) in the lower
 Rhine Valley of Alsace, where he divided his time
 with his duties in Paris.24 Recognizing the ad-
 vantages of his new situation, he set up a labora-
 tory and began the long series of both field and
 laboratory experiments that contributed substanti-
 ally to the foundations of agricultural chemistry,
 and which advanced as well the state of plant
 physiology (see fig. 3). Two other areas in
 which he conducted notable research-photosyn-
 thesis and animal nutrition-are beyond the scope
 of this paper.

 Boussingault's motivation to follow a scientific
 career must be traced to his largely informal
 education in Paris. He was recognized as a
 scientist in his own right at a relatively early
 age and without the advantages of an extensive
 formal education. This was due in large measure
 to the recognition of the Parisian scientists who
 knew his work, and particularly to the magna-
 nimity of Baron Alexander von Humboldt, who
 advised him during the formative years of his
 life, and who took steps to insure prompt publica-
 tion of his South American reports, and, to the
 eager willingness of Boussingault to heed the ad-
 vice of the older man. It is a credit to Bous-

 singault's character that in the closing years of
 his life he recalled the help he had received25:

 Humboldt was bound by a firm friendship with Gay-
 Lussac and Arago. I have seen these three men
 assembled together; I found myself at the same table
 with them; their concord was touching, despite their
 so different opinions on so many different matters.
 They remained on familiar terms as they were in
 their youth, and one of my best memories, one of the
 joys of my existence, is of having been loved and
 appreciated by these eminent minds.

 24 According to a letter from the Ministere d'Agri-
 culture, Paris, September 12, 1967, in response to an in-
 quiry from me, Boussingault's farm no longer exists.
 The daughter of Boussingault did not have offspring,
 and the farm was sold to the company, "A. E. M.
 Pechelbronn," and made over into a housing project, now
 called "Cite Boussingault."

 25 Boussingault, 1892-1903: 1: p. 182.

 FIG. 3. The farm and laboratory at Bechelbronn. At
 Boussingault's estate in Alsace as it appeared a few
 years before World War II (Lenglen, 1937: frontis-
 piece). Courtesy, U.S. Department of Agriculture
 Library, Washington, D. C.

 And in his old age, when recalling these incidents
 of his early life, Boussingault complained about
 the younger generation about him, and thought
 things were different in his day26:

 The youth of today do not respect their elders. But
 this lack of respect is not their fault, for in their
 science courses, they are no longer taught any history
 of science. The young scholars of today only know
 that Lavoisier went to the guillotine. But in my
 day, we knew the history of science, and we admired
 those who had enriched it by their work.

 THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO

 BOUSSINGAULT'S WORK

 For almost forty years Jean-Baptiste Bous-
 siigault worked on those frontiers of nineteenth-
 century biology that ever since have been associ-
 ated with the sources of plant nitrogen. He
 applied the technique of organic chemical analysis
 to the major phases of this fundamental problem

 26 Ibid.. p. 151.
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 that occupied his professional life. Soil depletion
 and renewal, plant and animal fixation of nitrogen,
 and also the process of nitrification-he showed
 how these diverse areas are actually unified in
 the organic world. By outlining the main steps
 in the reciprocal flow of nitrogen between plants,
 animals, and their physical environment, he left
 the problem of the sources of plant nitrogen in
 readiness for its microbial resolution. His life-
 work was therefore a foundation for the modern
 understanding of the nitrogen cycle.

 At the same time, Boussingault's work must
 also be considered as a continuation of the past.
 His fundamental discoveries and ideas were a
 chemical explanation of observations and specula-
 tions, many of them soundly biological, that had
 been made centuries before. Furthermore, a long
 tradition of French chemistry supplied him new
 techniques of organic analysis, and British agri-
 culture had developed practical details of farm
 practice, such as crop rotation, to which he
 applied his new chemistry.

 Studies of Saltpeter
 Of course, it had been known since earliest

 times that the grass grows greener where the cows
 go, and the pungent "volatile alkali" could be
 detected above dung heaps long before "ammonia"
 was identified. But out of observations such as
 these, naturalists from earliest times saw the inter-
 dependence of animals, plants, and their physical
 environment. The concept of such a reciprocal
 relationship began to emerge from the Paracelsian
 chemistry of the Renaissance. Ordinary saltpeter
 had been known since the Middle Ages, but when
 Johan Rudolph Glauber (1604-1670) in 1658
 learned to detect it in plants, animals, and soil, he
 was able to speculate constructively on the chemi-
 cal relationships that bind them together. Al-
 though he may not have conducted many experi-
 ments with plants, he did suggest the efficacy of
 saltpeter in plant nutrition when he called it "the
 Universal Menstruum," since by it, he wrote27:

 . .. every pure Sand destitute of all fatness is quickly
 so fatted . . . we affirm that the Salt-Petre was of
 necessity in the Herbs, & Grass, afore the Beasts
 feeding on them ....

 And in 1676 Edme Mariotte (1620-1684) per-
 ceived the role of the atmosphere, though again
 without an experimental basis28:

 27 Packe, 1689: 1: pp. 186, 309.
 28 Mariotte, 1740: 1: p. 124.

 . . . these volatile salts, etc., are mixed in the air
 with aqueous vapors, etc., and fall again with the
 rain formed with these vapors onto the surface of
 the ground. There they penetrate together as far
 as the roots of plants, where they enter with some
 particles of soil ....

 The English virtuosi, however, contrived plant
 nutrition experiments to some extent in the seven-
 teenth century. Sir Kenelme Digby (1603-1665)
 in 1661 claimed he had augmented plant growth
 by adding saltpeter, maintained that plants re-
 ceived their nutrition from nitrous salts, and that
 "there is in the Aire a hidden food of life." 29
 Since naturalists had detected saltpeter in icicles
 and dew, they thought it came from "nitre in the
 air," which indeed became a prominent theme in
 seventeenth-century English literature.30 Sir
 Thomas Browne (1605-1682), for example, re-
 ferred to a friend's trip to another country, where
 he might benefit "by change of Air, and imbibing
 the pure Aerial Nitre of these Parts. ." 31 Of
 course, saltpeter does not rise into the air; but
 everyone could witness its dissipation during the
 explosion of gunpowder, and naturalists could
 detect its accumulation in numerous places ex-
 posed to air. These Renaissance views on niter
 were based on sound observations and were a
 valid and consistent interpretation of the known
 facts. Moreover, John Evelyn (1620-1706) in
 1676 thought that "were saltpeter . . . to be ob-
 tained in plenty, we should need but few other
 composts to meliorate our ground." He urged
 "permitting vegetables, abounding in fixed salts,
 to die unto the ground," and he observed that
 "the Earth, in the years of repose, recovers its
 vigour by the attraction of the vital spirits which
 it receives from the air." 32 But these useful
 speculations in seventeenth-century England came
 to an end in 1699 with the experiments of John
 Woodward (1665-1728) of the Royal College of
 Physicians, who allowed that he could not "sub-
 scribe to the opinions of these Learned Gentlemen

 29 Partington, 1961-1964: 2 (1961): p. 425, quoted from
 Digby, 1661. The term virtuoso was used in seventeenth-
 century England for anyone who had a "general interest
 in arts and sciences . . . a learned person; a scientist, sa-
 vant, or scholar." Oxford English Dictionary (1961), 12:
 p. 241.

 30 Henshaw, 1665; Guerlac, 1954: p. 244.
 31 Sayle, 1912: 3: p. 371. In Browne's experience, the

 "aerial nitre" apparently was not entirely efficacious; his
 friend died.

 32 Evelyn, 1786. Evelyn's work in plant nutrition is
 discussed by Russell, 1966: pp. 27-33.
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 who imagine Nitre to be essential to Plants." 33
 From the beginning of the eighteenth century,
 the English endeavors in plant nutrition were of
 a more applied nature, while the purely scientific
 and theoretical aspects passed to the French, and
 so to Boussingault, who drew upon both traditions.

 This trend is illustrated by the French chemist,
 Louis Lemery (1677-1743), who showed for the
 first time that saltpeter is of organic origin and
 that it cannot be considered a mineral. In his

 1717 paper, "On the Origin of Nitre," he de-
 scribed its slow production in the superficial layers
 of the soil. He also recognized the reciprocal re-
 lationships that characterize plants, animals, and
 the soil, while denying the previous "nitro-aerial
 matter." 34 He argued that le nitre principe has
 its source in dead animals and plants, and that its
 accumulation in the soil is to be explained by the
 slow transformation of this material. It is a
 "fixed salt" in plants, he declared, while it takes
 on a volatile form in animals. Furthermore, soils
 exempt from decay show no niter. For Lemery,
 "... plants take their nourishment only from the
 juices which come from the earth," and these have
 their source in the process of decay.35 In this
 process that transpires in a series of "labora-
 tories," animal remains furnish sel armoniac
 nitreux, or nitrogenous material, which becomes
 saltpeter by a kind of metamorphosis36:

 Since animals are nourished by plants, and reci-
 procally, plants by animals, their growth is stimu-
 lated by fertilizer, and it follows that the actual
 saltpeter of the plants becomes in animals a simple
 nitrogenous material, and vice versa . if one rea-
 sons accurately, therefore, the soil, plants, and animals
 ought to be regarded as three kinds of natural
 laboratories, in which the same materials take differ-
 ent forms....

 English Studies

 A contemporary of Lemery, and a striking con-
 trast, was the Englishman, Jethro Tull (1674-
 1741), who exercised considerable influence on
 farm practice during the eighteenth century. He
 moved away from the seventeenth-century ideas
 on plant nutrition; for him, the food of plants
 was the soil itself, not any kind of mineral "ter-

 33 Woodward, 1699: 21: p. 212. He used "1 drachm
 of nitre," or around 1/8 oz. of potassium nitrate in
 preparing his nutrient solution in a small glass, and
 this relatively high concentration undoubtedly accounted
 for his observation that "it rather destroys."

 34 Lemery, 1717. I am grateful to Dr. Frederic L.
 Holmes of Yale University for drawing this paper to
 my attention.

 35 Ibid., p. 136.
 36 Ibid., pp. 33, 139.

 restrial Matter," of which Woodward had written,
 and the smaller the particles the better. Soil fer-
 tility was to be maintained only by repeated pul-
 verizing, hence the title of his influential book,
 The Horse-Hoeing Husbandry. Tull's explana-
 tion of plant nutrition was essentially Aristotelian:
 "... The food, or pabulum, of plants being proved
 to be earth, where and whence they take that,
 may properly be called their pasture." 37 Thus,
 Tull rather lagged behind the French in plant
 chemistry. But he was a reformer of English
 agriculture, the developments of which soon
 spread to the continent. In fact, the work of
 Boussingault occurred against a background of
 considerable improvement in agricultural practice,
 with a gradual increase in European farm produc-
 tion for more than a century. This "agricultural
 revolution," a term aptly applied by historians
 to the period, witnessed the introduction of new
 crops and techniques in the seventeenth and eigh-
 teenth centuries whose usefulness was explained
 by the discoveries in plant physiology of the
 nineteenth.38

 In the course of his biological studies, Bous-
 singault made use of these essentially non-scien-
 tific trends that were developed by the English;
 these included (a) the introduction of legumes,
 such as clover, sain-foin, and lucerne (alfalfa),
 the group of plants that proved puzzling through
 most of the nineteenth century, and (b) the in-
 corporation of these legumes with cereals in rota-
 tion and fallow techniques. Clover had been in-
 troduced in a crop rotation technique in the
 mid-seventeenth century by Sir Richard Weston
 (1591-1652). During his visit to Flanders about
 1639, Weston became impressed by farm produc-
 tion there, which was made possible by growing
 crops in a sequence that included clover. In 1650
 he described the methods he had observed, as
 shown in figure 4.39. 40 The French began adapt-

 37 Tull, 1829: p. 61.
 38 Chambers and Mingay, 1966.
 39 yon Bath, 1966. Fussell (1966: p. 22) thinks clover

 was brought to Greece by the Persians about 490 B.C.,
 from whence it may have spread to northern Europe.
 Legumes, of course, were cultivated in ancient times.
 In the first century A.D., Columella discussed beans and
 vetches, and even gave directions for alternating them
 with grasses in order to "fertilize" the soil. Columella,
 1941: 1: pp. 193, 19,, 203, 297, et passinm.

 40 Weston, 1650. Weston declared that clover was in
 use in England prior to his visit to the Low Countries.
 But he introduced from Flanders the technique of using
 clover in rotation. Ernle, 1961: pp. 106-109, 134, 477.
 Also, Dictionary of National Biography (22 v., London,
 Oxford, 1921-1922) 20: pp. 1278-1280.
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 Thbe tusbandrie of Brabant and Flanders. 9
 grew, was heath but three years before. I was ve-
 rie inquifitive 6f him to know what husbandrie hee
 ufed to the land , for to convert it from heath to
 bear fuch rich Commodities. Heetold mee, firft
 hee broke it up with a firong Teamn of horfes, then
 ploughed it crofs, afterwards tore offthe heath with
 a great harrow, then gathered it up and burnt it, and
 laid about twentie loads of dunga upon an acre, and
 fpread it upon the Land s then ploughed it again, and
 towed the firft crop with Rye, the next with Oats,
 and when hee had harrowed his oats , hee fowed

 Clovergrafs feed upon them, which hee harrmowed
 with a bundle of bufhes under his harrow, and that
 came, after the Oats was off, to bee of a verie good
 pafture betore Michaelm,s; and this third year hee had
 mowed the clover.grafs thrice, as I had feen , and
 it would corn to a verie good pafture quickly, to
 feed till Chrifimau, and the fame hee thought hee
 fhould do for three years more; but afterwards the
 ground would turn to an ordinarie grafs. Hee faid,
 hee ufed his ground where his flax grew , as his
 other; but firft again, about half the quantitie of
 dung hee did at firft ; and then fowed it with flax,
 and upon the flax Clovergrafi-feed, as hee had don
 before upon the Oats. his Roman-beaxs, his Hops,
 and orchard thrived verie well, and all with the fame

 quantitie of dung, proportionably ufed; for there
 they know no other Manure. I askt him how hee
 could make X 21 an acre of this Clover-grafi: hee faid,
 either dy feeding Cattle, or keeping Kine, or laying it
 for feed after the firft cutt. For an Acre of it beeiing
 made part into haic, and the reft fed green, would

 C keep

 FIG. 4. A seventeenth-century account of a crop rota-
 tion. This is one of the earliest published descrip-
 tions of a crop rotation, here composed of rye, oats,
 sometimes flax, and clover. Boussingault was the
 first to demonstrate why rotation was a successful
 agricultural technique (compare with fig. 7) (Weston,
 1650: p. 9). Courtesy, New York Public Library.

 ing rotations to their own needs by the mid-eigh-
 teenth century, probably through the influence of
 Jethro Tull who, in 1731 published detailed in-
 structions for planting clover, sainfoin, and lu-
 cerne. Tull observed that one particular 41:

 . . . farm of ten pounds per annum rent, which
 whilst in arable was like to have undone the tenant,
 but being planted with St.-Foin by the owner, was
 let at one hundred and ten pounds per annum, and
 proved a good bargain.

 41 Tull, 1829: p. 290. Sainfoin is a European perennial
 forage herb, Onobrychis viciaefolia, of the pea family.
 Lucern is a deep-rooted European legume, Medicago
 sativa.

 This rotation technique apparently went from
 England to France, where Boussingault in 1838
 and 1841, by subjecting rotations to organic analy-
 sis in one of his first experiments, proved that
 legumes restore nitrogen to the soil.42

 Thus food production increased remarkably
 throughout the eighteenth century, perhaps by
 40 or 50 per cent. During the early part of the
 nineteenth century, however, when Boussingault
 was growing up, a number of factors actually
 reduced available per capita food supplies: bad
 harvests and severe winters, protracted war be-
 tween France and England, and the phenomenal
 increase in population. The pressure on food
 sources clearly emphasized the need for greater
 output than the current methods could produce.
 If more people were to be fed, science had to be
 applied to the problems of plant growth. Al-
 though as early as 1757 Francis Home (1719-
 1813) in England had recognized the need to see
 "how far Chymistry could go in settling the Prin-
 ciples of Agriculture," few studies had been con-
 ducted with legumes, grasses, soils, and fertilizers,
 and basic problems of plant physiology remained.43

 But the trend of things to come during the nine-
 teenth century was rather clearly anticipated by
 Nicholas Theodore de Saussure (1767-1845),
 Swiss chemist and plant physiologist, and Sir
 Humphry Davy (1778-1829), professor of chem-
 istry at the Royal Institution. In 1804 Saussure
 recognized the importance of nitrogen in the life
 processes of plants, and declared that they ob-
 tained this partie essentielle des vegetaux from
 solutions of principes extractifs absorbed from
 the soil.44 Davy's lectures in 1813 on the Ele-
 ments of Agricultural Chemistry marked out new
 research frontiers of plant physiology, showing
 that the subject was rapidly moving far beyond
 Tull.45 However, Davy scarcely raised the ques-
 tion of nitrogen; the fruitful speculations on
 "nitre" had long since vanished from English
 writings. The investigations of nitrogen were to
 remain primarily a French occupation, along the

 42 A fine discussion of the introduction of English
 agricultural ideas and methods into France during the
 cighteenth century: Bourde, 1953: chs. 3-5 on the in-
 fluence of Tull on France through the chemist Henri
 Duhamel du Monceau (1700-1781), and ch. 6 on the
 introduction of crop rotations from England.

 43 Home, 1757: preface. See also Young, 1772.
 Arthur Young (1741-1820) wrote extensively on agri-
 cultural conditions in England and France in the eigh-
 teenth century.

 44 Saussure, 1804: p. 243.
 45 Davy, 1813.
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 lines begun by Louis Lemery and as they were
 continued by the later eighteenth-century chemists,
 all of whose work culminated in the discoveries of
 Boussingault.

 Discovery of Nitrogen

 The identification of nitrogen as a gas in the
 atmosphere, and as a constituent of both animal
 and plant tissues, occurred in the last quarter of
 the eighteenth century as a combined achievement
 of English and French chemistry. By 1772 the
 English pneumatic chemists had isolated "mephitic
 air," but they had not yet established its elemental
 nature.46 The French quickly saw the importance
 of the English gas studies and, beginning with
 Antoine Laurent Lavoisier (1743-1794), rapidly
 incorporated them into their own work. They in-
 vented the names azote and nitrogene for the new
 gas, established its elemental nature, determined
 its quantitative percentages in nitric acid, ammo-
 nia, and saltpeter, and began to detect les azotates
 de potasse in many plants, all before the close of
 the eighteenth century.47 They were then in a
 position to theorize constructively concerning the
 role of nitrogen in living processes.

 New analytical procedures were making it pos-
 sible for chemists to understand that the chemical
 constitution of living things was more complex
 than heretofore thought. The earlier, relatively
 simple distillation techniques were improved with
 the use of various reagents. By thus analyzing
 a wide array of plant and animal tissues, Claude
 Louis Berthollet (1748-1822) found nitrogen in
 plant gluten and proved that the volatile alkali
 is produced during the decomposition of animal
 material. In 1785 he discovered the presence of
 nitrogen in both plants and animals, and proposed
 his new procedure as a diagnostic tool in organic
 analysis.48 But his procedure was not yet suffi-
 ciently precise to detect nitrogen in all plant speci-
 mens undergoing analysis. Perhaps it was for
 this reason that the question as to the source of
 plant nitrogen was not raised in the closing years
 of the eighteenth century.

 46 Partington, 1961-1964: 3 (1962): pp. 220-222, 264,
 318.

 47 In 1787 Baron Louis Bernard Guyton de Morveau
 (1738-1813) wrote, "nous l'avons nomme azote," meaning
 "without life." Ibid., pp. 424, 560. Chaptal proposed the
 name of "gaz nitrogene," to improve the nomenclature,
 in 1791: 1: pp. i, lix. Also, Nicholson, translator, 1791:
 1: p. xxxv; 1: pp. 234-238, "nitrate of potash."
 Lavoisier, 1790 (1965): pp. 156, 157, 212-217, 326.
 Crosland, 1962: pp. 180, 181.

 48 Berthollet, 1780; 1785.

 These new discoveries concerning the impor-
 tance of nitrogen were occurring when the new
 and arresting doctrine of aerial nutrition was
 rapidly being formulated. In scarcely more than
 the last two decades of the eighteenth century,
 Joseph Priestley (1733-1804), Jan Ingen-Housz
 (1730-1799), Jean Senebier (1742-1809), and
 Saussure worked out the main paths of the oxygen
 and carbon dioxide cycles as they are known
 today. By showing that water is an active in-
 gredient of plants as well as a vehicle for other
 nutrients, that the "fixed air" of the atmosphere
 is the major source of plant carbon, and, in
 general, the salutary effect of green plants on
 the atmosphere under the influence of light, they
 went considerably beyond the analytical chemistry
 of the preceding years by describing plants as
 chemical systems that interact with the atmo-
 sphere.49 Indeed, Antoine Francois Comte de
 Fourcroy (1755-1809) saw the atmosphere as a
 "vast laboratory," and so he completed the list
 begun by Lemery.50 But nitrogen was not yet
 a part of this cyclic view.

 Thus, by the beginning of the nineteenth cen-
 tury, a considerable fund of practical and scientific
 information concerning plant biology was available
 from which Boussingault was to draw. Legumes
 were used in agriculture from the seventeenth
 century, and even before, and by the end of the
 eighteenth, they were incorporated with grasses
 into efficient rotation techniques by both the
 English and the French. The English had specu-
 lated constructively concerning niter during the
 seventeenth century, but the French maintained
 a chemical tradition that led to the discovery of
 nitrogen in both plants and animals by Berthollet
 in 1785. As the nineteenth century opened, the
 cyclical relations involving carbon dioxide and
 oxygen led biologists increasingly to wonder how
 this inert gas, noxious when pure, that Lavoisier
 had reported constituted fully four-fifths of the
 atmosphere, might be related to the many organic
 compounds in which it was an integral part.
 This was to prove an intractable problem for more
 than three-quarters of a century to come.

 THE FIRST PERIOD OF BOUSSINGAULT'S
 CAREER: THE BALANCE OF ORGANIC

 NATURE, 1836-1854

 Since Boussingault's research was in agricul-
 tural chemistry, and, indeed, did much to develop

 49 Nash, 1959.
 50 Fourcroy, 1795: p. 18.
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 it is a discipline, particularly as regards plant
 physiology, his discoveries inevitably had a bearing
 on the improvement of food supplies. He knew
 from the start that his work would be of more
 than theoretical interest. One of the vivid memo-
 ries in his old age, as he penned his memoires,
 was the plight of the poor whose lot he had shared
 as a youth in Paris51:

 Our quarter was certainly inhabited by one of the
 most miserable populations of Paris . . . children
 suffered from hunger and cold; they would come to
 beg for bread and the kitchen left-overs of which
 there was so little at our house....

 As he began his new career at about age thirty-
 one, he pondered how he might use science on his
 farm to increase food production.

 Various food commissions hoped that chemistry
 might be useful in solvinrg agricultural problems,
 and it is in this context that Boussingault's re-
 searches had their start.52 In fact, one of these
 early food studies gave him a clue on which he
 promptly acted in his first research work. This
 clue was the identification of nitrogen as an im-
 portant ingredient in animal diet. Franqois
 Magendie (1783-1855) had reported in a classic
 study in 1816 that dogs could not survive on a
 diet of non-nitrogenous food alone. He wrote
 that53:

 It would be of fundamental importance in the history
 of nutrition, if the source could be determined of the
 nitrogen which is found in such great abundance in
 the animal body.

 Magendie fed different dogs on diets consisting
 only of gluten, sugar, olive oil, or starch; he
 concluded correctly from the results that "the
 nitrogen which is found in the animal economy is
 in great part extracted from the food." 54

 51 Boussingault, 1892-1903: 1: p. 5.
 52 Various articles in the French and English journal

 literature on these food studies showed the attempts
 to find an adequate diet, and so improve the lot of the
 poor. Discussions of broths, gelatins, etc., were among
 the first of these systematic studies in nutrition, which
 eventually lei in the 1820's to the identification of pro-
 teins, carbohydrates, and fats, and much later, to vita-
 mins and minerals. See Drummond and Wilbraham,
 1939: ch. 16, on food conditions in England at the be-
 ginning of the nineteenth century; and McCollum, 1957.

 53 Magendie, 1816: p. 68.
 54Ibid., p. 75. Magendie noted ulceration and break-

 down of corneal mucosa, which likely could have been
 due to lack of Vitamin A in the experimental diet
 (p. 73).

 FIRST EXPERIMENTS

 Nutritional Equivalents, 1836-1838

 European agronomists in Boussingault's day
 were attempting to distinguish between plants on
 the basis of their food value, so that, as the need
 arose, one could be used in place of another.
 Boussingault's earliest studies on nitrogen, pub-
 lished in 1836, 1837, and 1838, were designed to
 rank different forage crops according to their
 nitrogen content in order to form a series of
 "nutritional equivalents," as they were called.55
 His starting point was Magendie's demonstration
 that plants which serve as nourishment for animals
 contain a certain quantity of matieres azotees.
 Wrote Boussingault, "It is known, by the beauti-
 ful work of Magendie, that food deprived of nitro-
 gen will be insufficient to sustain life . . ." 56

 By relying on nitrogen content, Boussingault
 saw a scientific and quantitative basis for the
 many observations that had accumulated over the
 centuries, but for which no uniform explanation
 had been hitherto possible, such as the ameliora-
 tive action of legumes, known since ancient times.
 The idea of focusing on nitrogen concentration
 was surely more precise than attempting to com-
 pare plants according to their nutritional ingredi-
 ents, such as gluten, albumen, starch, and the
 like. In Boussingault's time, chemists generally
 thought that certain animal structures were ob-
 tained "ready-made" from plants, but the reason
 remained perforce obscure. This idea was derived
 from the work of Bartolomeo Beccari (1682-
 1765) who, in 1728, found that the distillation
 products of the albuminous material called "glu-
 ten," derived from wheat, were similar to animal
 matter.57

 Although Boussingault at first generally ac-
 cepted this old idea of the equivalence of animal
 and plant gluten, his insistence on the importance
 of nitrogen content introduced a precision into
 such chemical comparisons that substantially
 weakened the idea and eventually showed it to
 be irrelevant.58 With Boussingault, this general-
 ized principe vegeto-animale, first identified as

 55 Boussingault, 1836; 1837; 1838a.
 56Boussingault, 1836: p. 226.
 57 Beach, 1961.
 58 "Animalization" was a considerable body of doctrine

 in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries which
 sought to account for many physiological observations,
 such as the puzzling differences between the chemistry
 animal and plant structures, digestion, etc. An excellent
 analysis of this doctrine in Holmes, 1963.
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 gluten by Beccari, became a matiere azotee, which
 in plants formed the essential part of animal food,
 or at least for herbivores.

 Of course, biologists could not suspect that the
 reason for the variations in the nutritive value of

 various crops lay in their relative abundance of
 nitrogen until chemistry had advanced to the
 stage where the "albuminous" substances derived
 from them could readily be identified as nitrog-
 enous. Such quantitative studies were made
 possible by the technique of organic analysis de-
 veloped in 1834 by Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas
 (1800-1884), which Boussingault promptly ap-
 plied in his laboratory (see fig. 5).59 Bous-
 singault used this technique in order to carry
 out many of his organic analyses. In general, the
 technique consisted of heating the organic material
 with copper oxide, so as to drive off the carbon
 dioxide (carbonic acid, as it was then called),
 and its hydrogen as water, the oxygen remaining
 behind as an oxide. The remaining nitrogen
 would then escape as a gas, and could be collected
 as such. All could then be readily measured,
 though it was a cumbersome procedure. In a

 59 Dumas, 1834.

 FIG. 5. The Dumas apparatus for
 (Dumas, 1834: facing p.

 Haricots blancs.

 i0o ont perdu a I00? o0,5o d'eau = o,o5o.

 os,522 ont donne azote, 19 c. cube 7, temp. 7?; ba-
 rometnre 738mm,9.

 Dessechles, azote o,o43o ; non desseches, o,o4o8. Equi-
 valent 25.

 Les haricots sont rarement employes comme fourrage;

 encore ne les dotme-t-on qu'apres qu'ils ont te cuilts.
 II est reconnu qu'ils sont tres nourrissans, mais leur

 equivalent n'a encore ete donne par aucun praticien.

 Mais.

 Le mais soumis A l'cxamen a ete rdcolte en AlsacQ;

 j'indique cette circonstance, parce qu'il est possible que
 la qualilt du grain ne soit pas la meme sous tous les cli-
 mats.

 sog de mais ont perdu en sechant x1,80 d'eau = o, 180.

 0o,617 ont donne, azote Io c. cube 3, temp. 9?; baro.
 mitre 738min.

 11 contient dessechd , azote 0,0200; a l'etat ordinaire,

 Q,oi64. Equivalent 63.

 FIG. 6. Calculating a "nutritional equivalent" (Bous-
 singault, 1836 (ADC): pp. 238, 239).

 glass tube (fig. 5) were placed (a) lead carbonate;
 /'/9-' (b) copper oxide; (c) the unknown nitrogenous

 sample, copper oxide, and a pinch of charcoal;
 , d 'h a (d) copper oxide and charcoal; (e) pure copper

 ,ff(f l I I 1 oxide. The tube was heated gradually to drive
 off the' carbon dioxide and purge the system of

 r\ / air. The tube was heated slowly to redness, and
 pure nitrogen was collected at the summit of the
 graduated cylinder, which was filled with caustic
 potash to absorb the carbon dioxide. Variations
 of this technique were used for several decades,
 and it was commonly called the copper oxide
 technique, when testing for nitrogen.

 The quantity of nitrogen was therefore central
 in Boussingault's determination of the "nutritional
 equivalents" of forage crops. Figure 6 shows
 his data in 1836 for calculating the "nutritional
 equivalent" of a legume, white bean, and the
 cereal, corn. He used hay, with 1.104 per cent ni-
 trogen, as a base of 100 for comparison; he divided
 1.104 by the air-dry concentration of nitrogen,
 e.g., 4.08, to obtain the equivalent, in the case of
 bean, 25. Thus, 25 parts of bean by weight, and

 organic analysis 63 of corn would be equivalent to 100 of hay.
 324). This was his first quantitative demonstration of
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 the superiority of legumes over cereals, although
 Fourcroy and Louis Nicollet Vauquelin (1763-
 1829) actually preceded him, but with a much
 more preliminary study.60 Boussingault deduced
 that the "nutritive faculty of an alimentary vegetal
 substance must be proportional to the quantity of
 nitrogen that it contains. . ."61 And he could be-
 gin to show, for the first time, the reason for the
 centuries-old observation that legumes are more
 nutritious than cereals. Further tests told him

 that soil fertility and the type of fertilizer applied
 do affect nitrogen accumulation. He announced 62:

 . . . the most nitrogenous fertilizers have produced
 grain with the most abundant gluten . . . the most
 powerful fertilizers are those which contain the most
 nitrogen.

 This was a fundamental and, in retrospect, an
 obvious idea, as expressed by Boussingault, but
 it was to have controversial implications in the
 years that followed its statement.

 Ideas of the past, Magendie's clue, and the all-
 important technical advance of Dumas, all assisted
 Boussingault in ranking plants according to their
 nitrogen content. By so doing, he laid the basis
 for framing more precisely the theoretical question
 as to the source of plant nitrogen.

 Nitrogen Accumulation, 1838-1841

 Boussingault was now in a position to ask a
 number of rather obvious questions. How does
 one account for the variations in the amount of
 matieres azotees? Where does the nitrogen come
 from? How do legumes ameliorate the soil?
 By then it was generally believed that plafits take
 at least some of their carbon and oxygen from
 the atmosphere, but there was no evidence that
 this was so for nitrogen. Laboratory experiments
 by some of Boussingault's contemporaries seemed
 to suggest, as a matter of fact, that plants did not
 obtain their nitrogen from the air, as they might
 their carbon and oxygen, but rather entirely from
 soil sources.63 The question, however, was to
 remain open for many years to come.

 60 Actually, the identification of nitrogen in legumes,
 and its qualitative association with their beneficial prop-
 erties, was accomplished about thirty years before by these
 two other French chemists, who, technically, therefore
 have the priority, but they did not follow up their dis-
 covery. Vauquelin and Fourcroy, 1806.

 61 Boussingault, 1836 (ADC 63) : p. 227.
 62 Boussingault, 1837: pp. 317, 318.
 63 There were various isolated experiments in this

 connection by Priestley, Ingenhousz, Saussure, Gay-
 Lussac, and Hermstadt, but no one until Boussingault
 had examined the question in detail.

 Boussingault's First Study of Nitrogen
 Fixation, 1838:

 In nature the conditions are not what they are
 in the laboratory, Boussingault reflected. He
 thought perhaps a small portion of nitrogen might
 be derived from the atmosphere. Although he
 agreed that crops which impoverish the soil the
 most were those which remove the most nitrogen,
 there were some plants, such as clover, that actu-
 ally rendered the soil more fertile. This was a
 paradox to Boussingault. He knew that even
 after removing a large mass of green foliage as
 a crop, a new fertility would still be communicated
 to the soil by this remarkable plant. In 1838
 he wrote64:

 . . . there are certain undeniable facts of agriculture
 that lead me to think that under some circumstances
 plants find in the atmosphere a part of the nitrogen
 which contributes to their organization....

 He therefore found it "reasonable that the green
 parts of plants are able to assimilate the nitrogen
 of the atmosphere." 65

 To determine whether this were so, he set up
 a plant nutrition experiment in which he sought
 to eliminate any possible sources of nitrogen in
 the soil. Accordingly, he prepared an artificial
 soil composed of crushed brick, which he calcined
 to redness in order to drive off all organic material.
 He always followed this procedure in his nitrogen
 fixation experiments. A guiding principle in all
 the chemical experiments he performed at Bechel-
 bronn was the dictum of Lavoisier that in an

 ordinary chemical reaction matter is neither
 created nor destroyed, a lesson Boussingault ap-
 plied well. He was concerned with over-all net
 reactions; that is, he analyzed quantitatively the
 contents of soil, seeds, and fertilizer as to their
 percentages of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and
 nitrogen, and then he tried to account for the vary-
 ing proportions of these elements that were sub-
 sequently removed by the growing plants, accord-
 ing to the particular experiment involved. Thus,
 he could determine which elements the plants
 had removed from the soil, and, by knowing the
 chemical constitution of the soil, as well as that
 of the seeds, he could conjecture which, if ally,
 had come from the atmosphere, and in what pro-
 portion. Of course, he was not aware of soil
 organisms and the deleterious effect calcination
 had on them.

 64 Boussingault, 1838b (ADC 67) : p. 8. Also, 1838b
 (ADC 69, CR 6 and 7).

 65 Boussingault, 1838b (ADC 67): p. 14.
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 In his experiment of 1838 on nitrogen fixation,
 his first of three, Boussingault measured the
 amount of nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen
 in dried seed samples at the beginning of his ex-
 periment, and he made a similar organic analysis
 of the crop at the end of the test-runs. As in many
 of his subsequent analytical procedures, he used
 Dumas's new method of organic analysis. The
 results, abstracted from his 1838 mcemoire, are
 shown in table 1. Boussingault did not indicate
 whether he meant the data to be grams, but they
 probably are so, arranged to come out as per-
 centages. Note that in the right columns carbon,
 hydrogen, and oxygen are all increased for both
 the cereal and legume, but that only in the case
 of clover is there a manifest increase in nitrogen.
 This was very likely due to a nitrogen fixation,
 either by nodule bacteria or by free-living forms,
 of which Boussingault seemed to have been un-
 aware. In an attempt to rule out the presence
 of organic matter in the air, he enclosed the test
 plants under a bell jar, with circulation of filtered
 air, but there probably was some microbial con-
 tamination of the soil to produce this result in the
 case of clover, occurring perhaps after incomplete
 calcination. The analysis of the seed samples are
 from the average figures of three separate analyses
 from a uniform lot. These data represent the per-
 centages from several trial runs, with 30 to 40
 seed plants in each case. He concluded that for
 clover there was "an appreciable increase in the
 quantity of nitrogen," but that for wheat "the
 analysis has indicated neither a gain nor loss of
 nitrogen." 66

 This experiment, however, left unanswered the

 questions of how the assimilation might take
 place, and in what form, questions Boussingault
 was quick to note, and which occupied his atten-
 tion for the next 25 years. He observed67:

 . .. in some conditions certain plants are able to take
 nitrogen from the air. But in what circumstances,
 in what state is the nitrogen fixed in the plants?
 On this we are still ignorant.

 Indeed, nitrogen can enter directly into the or-
 ganization of the plant, if the green parts are able
 to fix it. This element can enter the plant by aerated
 rain water, which is absorbed by the roots. Finally,
 it is possible, as some physicians think, that it exists
 in the air as an infinitely small percentage of am-
 moniacal vapor.

 66 Ibid., p. 52. The positive results for clover were
 probably due to contamination by soil microbes following
 incomplete calcination.

 67 Ibid. (ADC 69): p. 366.

 TABLE 1

 BOUSSINGAULT'S FIRST FIXATION EXPERIMENT, IN 1838

 Amount of nitrogen in grams

 Seed samples Crop analysis

 Clover Wheat Clover Wheat

 Carbon 0.508 0.446 1.313 0.886
 Hydrogen 0.060 0.058 0.171 0.103
 Nitrogen 0.072 0.035 0.098 0.037
 Oxygen 0.360 0.441 1.007 0.810

 Crop Rotations, 1838-1841:

 Boussingault was further disposed to fixation
 in the late 1830's by the striking results then al-
 ready beginning to appear in his field experiments
 with crop rotations, whereby he undertook to
 determine the most advantageous series of crops
 for a given soil and climate.68 Since these ambi-
 tious field experiments, involving the organic
 analyses of both fertilizers and crops on entire
 hectare units, required at least five years for the
 completion of a single test, and were published as
 early as 1841, Boussingault must have marked
 out the required tracts of land around 1834 or
 1835, soon after settling in Bechelbronn. These
 fundamental studies of depletion and renewal soon
 told him that nitrogen accumulation in such a
 "... succession of crops, always exceeds, and often
 in a very large proportion, the nitrogen which
 is found originally in the fertilizer." 69 Where
 did all that nitrogen come from? This excess
 accumulation of nitrogen in a crop rotation beyond
 that provided by the fertilizer was to remain the
 most puzzling feature of the entire problem until
 the final resolution of the nitrogen cycle in the
 1880's and 1890's showed that in the case of
 legumes Boussingault had been right. How
 should this excess nitrogen be accounted for?
 To Boussingault in 1838, the logical source was
 the nitrogen of the air. For instance, in one of
 his five-year rotations, composed of sugar-beet-
 wheat-clover-wheat-and oats, he reported
 that70:

 . .. the nitrogen originally contained in the fertilizer
 weighed 157 kilograms. In the crops the weight of

 68 Boussingault, 1838c (CR 7, Read to the Academiie
 December 31, 1838); also 1838c (Annales des Sci-
 ences . . .).

 69 Boussingault, 1838b (ADC 69): p. 366.
 70 Boussingault, 1838c (CR 7): p. 1151.
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 ASSOLEMENTN? 1.

 RiTES RS CSELS

 AwNjsl. pSUBSTANCES. pr ces CARBONE. HYDROGANE. OXICGNE. AZOTE. et
 seches.

 bectare. terres.

 kilogr. kilogr. kilogr. kilogr. kilogr. kilogr. kilogr.

 ire Pommesdeterre................. 12800 3o85 1357,4 178,9 i379,0 46,3 123,4
 2 Froment....... .. 343 1148 529,3 66,6 498,3 26,4 27,5

 Paillede froment............ ... 3o52 2258 1093,0 19,7 878,2 9,0 58,
 3e Tr6fle (en foin)......... 5ioo 4029 1909,7 201 ,5 i523,o 84,6 3io1,2
 4 Froment........................ 1659 148 653,8 8x,2 6i5,4 32,6 34,o

 Paillede froment................ 3770 2790 i35o,4 147,8 io85,3 11,2 195,3
 Navets derobs................. 9550 716 307,2 39,3 30o2,9 12,2 54,4

 5 Avoie ......................... 1344 o64 539,5 68,o 390,5 23,3 42,6
 Paille d'avoine.... ... 8........... oo 1283 64-,8 69,3 5oo00,4 5,1 65,4
 Somme. m me....... . 40418 17791 8383,i 973,3 7172,9 25o,7 1010o,9
 Engrais employe................. 49086 ioi6i 3637,6 426,8 262i ,5 203,2 3271,9

 Difference ................................ 7+ 630 +4745,5 -+- 546,5 ?555i,4 + 47,5 -2A261,0

 FIG. 7. Boussingault's analysis of a crop rotation (Boussingault, 1841a: p. 241).

 this element reached 251 kilograms; the atmosphere
 therefore would have furnished for its part 94 kilo-
 grams of nitrogen.

 These admirable crop rotation studies, together
 with his laboratory fixation experiments, provided
 the evidence whereby Boussingault announced
 categorically to the Academie in 1838, and with
 the emphasis his own, that, "... the nitrogen of
 the atmosphere can be assimilated during the life
 of a plant." 71 In future, however, further experi-
 ments obliged him to modify this view rather
 substantially, as will be shown.

 Although crop rotations had been employed for
 several centuries in agricultural practice, it was
 not until Boussingault's time that they were
 studied chemically with a view to understanding
 how they actually counteracted the depletion of
 soil resulting from continuous cropping.72 For
 example, it had been known since the seventeenth
 century that certain crops, such as clover and
 other legumes, far from depleting the soil, actually
 imparted a new vigor that might be communicated
 as an additional fertilizer, as it were, to the next
 crop when used in a rotation (see fig. 4). How

 7 Ibid., p. 1153.
 72 Boussingault, 1838; 1838; 1841a (this is an extension

 of Boussingault, 1838c, with the results of further re-
 search) ; 1841b.

 was this to be explained chemically ? Boussingault
 made organic analyses of the crop and fertilizers
 involved in five series of rotations, the results of
 which he published in 1841. One typical rotation,
 lasting five years, was as follows73:

 1st year. Potatoes
 2nd year. Winter wheat, followed by spring

 clover

 3rd year. Two crops of clover, the 2nd left in
 the soil

 3rd year. Wheat
 4th year. Oats.

 He applied fertilizer only at the beginning of the
 rotation on the land that previously had been
 thoroughly exhausted by continuous cropping of
 cereals.

 Boussingault's data from this rotation, shown
 in figure 7, illustrate this puzzling excess of
 nitrogen accumulation, beyond that contributed
 by the fertilizers, that he thought must be ac-
 counted for by some sort of absorption. These
 are the results, published in 1841, of one of his
 crop rotations that lasted five years. This was
 one of the most significant of his experiments, in
 which he showed that the ameliorative action of

 legumes is due to their ability to restore nitrogen

 73 Boussingault, 1841a: p. 223.
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 to the soil. Note that (a) there is an accumula-
 tion of organic components beyond that supplied
 by the fertilizer, in particular, nitrogen, and (b)
 the clover is followed by a crop of wheat in the
 fourth year that is greater than the output of the
 second year. The carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,
 of course, could be attributed to the atmosphere
 and to water, and the minerals to the fertilizer and
 to residual sources. But not all the nitrogen could
 be so explained (+ 47.5 in 8th column). Ferti-
 lizer was applied only in the first year on the land
 that had been previously exhausted by continuous
 cropping of cereals (compare with fig. 4).

 But in 1841 Boussingault left open the question,
 as he had in 1838, of how this accumulation oc-
 curred, whether by direct fixation of gaseous
 nitrogen, absorption of organic particles sus-
 pended in the air, or of ammonia.74 His data
 showed also an apparent difference between cereals
 and legumes with respect to nitrogen accumula-
 tion, and that the wheat crop immediately follow-
 ing the clover was markedly increased.75 Since
 the only fertilizer available was applied on the
 field at the beginning of the first year, the dra-
 matic nitrogen increase in the third year could not
 have come from this source. He therefore argued,
 in 1841, that the ameliorating influence of legumes
 was due to the ability of their green parts to
 accumulate nitrogen when the plants were plowed
 under, acting in the soil as an enfoissage en vert.76
 That legumes restored nitrogen to the soil was
 one of Boussingault's most important discoveries.
 Non-nitrogenous constituents were always associ-
 ated with nitrogen in ordinary fertilizers, and
 these were certainly important in plant nutrition,
 Boussingault added. But it was the nitrogen,
 most easily lost in chemical transformations, that
 imparted to fertilizers their value. He ex-
 plained77:

 In recognizing the importance, the absolute neces-
 sity of the nitrogenous elements in the fertilizers, we
 are far from thinking that these are alone useful in
 improving the soil. It is certain that different alka-
 line and mineral salts are indispensable to the develop-
 ment of plants....

 The non-nitrogenous organic elements doubtless
 play an active role in the fertilizing action of fertili-
 zers; but, in a few exceptions, the fixed salts, water,
 or its elements, and the carbon abound in the differ-
 ent fertilizers; they constitute the major part of the

 74Ibid., p. 240.
 75Ibid., pp. 214, 241.
 76 Ibid., pp. 209, 238.
 77Boussingault et Payen, 1841 (ADC 3): p. 69; 1841

 (CR 13): p. 326.

 stubble and other detritus of the crops; their excess
 can even become injurious. The element in the
 lowest concentration is nitrogen. It is moreover the
 element that is dissipated the most rapidly by the
 alteration of organic bodies to quaternary composi-
 tion, an alteration useful for bringing about the de-
 composition of the non-nitrogenous organic sub-
 stances. For all these reasons, we regard it as the
 element whose presence it is especially important to
 measure; it is its proportion that establishes, accord-
 ing to us, the comparative value of fertilizers and
 their reciprocal equivalents.

 And he argued persuasively that crops of widely
 separated taxonomic affinities could prosper at the
 expense of a common fertilizer, thus implying that
 all plants required the same nutrition.78

 Thus, Boussingault concluded that all the nitro-
 gen of all the crops in his five-year rotations could
 not have come from the original fertilizer added
 at the beginning of the first year, nor from the
 soil, since it had been exhausted previously. The
 major thrust of his field work in this case was to
 draw attention to the excess of nitrogen that,
 indeed, could not be so explained. His fortuitous
 demonstration of nitrogen fixation by clover as
 early as 1838 was a dramatic portent of the
 answer to come.

 The Source of Animal Nitrogen, 1839, 1844

 The source of animal nitrogen was perplexing
 in the first half of the nineteenth century, since
 chemical analyses had shown plainly that the per-
 centage of nitrogen was higher in animal than in
 plant tissues. If an animal obtained its albumen
 "ready-made" from a plant, then certainly the
 percentage of nitrogen should be the same. But
 this was not the case. A distinction was therefore
 made between herbivores and carnivores, since in
 the case of carnivores there would not be the
 troublesome question of accounting for the change
 in concentration in passing from the plant to the
 animal state.79 Boussingault partially clarified
 these difficult questions of metabolism by showing
 that all the nitrogen of animals may be accounted
 for by excreta, secretions, and other products.80
 Thus, by linking animals and plants via dietary
 nitrogen, he rendered less plausible the various
 theories of "animalization," which sought to ac-
 count for the nitrogen differences, and he thereby
 forged a necessary link in the nitrogen cycle.

 The logic of his experiments thus far had told
 him that herbivores do not assimilate atmospheric

 78 Boussingault, 1841a: p. 216.
 79 Holmes, 1963.
 80 Boussingault, 1839a; 1839b.
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 Alimens consommes par la vache en 24 heures. Produits rendus par la vache en 24 heures

 0 0 --

 ?t 0 M M : W., . _
 ?^ I ? 1- S ? ?*-JS- 1- I I- | f

 Pommtaes de lerre, 1b000 4170 n859,0 241,9 1850a,6 "0,0 208,,^ Excremens, '28H1. 4000,0 17l2,0 208,0 1u08,0 92,0 480,0
 Regain, 7500 635i 2974,4 553,6 22004,0 1i1,5 51, Urine, 8200 960,8 261,4 25,0 235,7 56,5 384,.
 Eau, 60000 ) 5.0,0 Lait, 83'9 110S,6 628,2 99,0 321,0 46,0 36,4 _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1, . ___,.4.

 ;935, 4034,6 201,s 889,01  Somme,

 Report des totaux de la premiere partie de ce tableau,

 Difference,
 Sons de la difference,

 45152

 82500
 6111,4

 1048S,0

 37348 4574,6
 _ I _

 2601,6 332,0 2082,7
 4813,4 s9$,5 4034,6

 2211,8 26S,5 1951,9 t7,0

 FIG. 8. Animal absorption of gaseous nitrogen (Boussingault, 1839a: p. 127).

 nitrogen. He saw animals and plants bound to-
 gether in a biological interdependence in which
 nitrogen is carried from one to the other by means
 of food and decomposed matter81:

 . . . if one attempts to ascertain the source of this
 element that is found in herbivores, one finds it quite
 naturally in the plants that serve as their food ....

 But this interdependence of which he wrote in
 1839 also included the atmosphere. Boussingault
 reasoned that, if both animals and plants were
 dependent on the atmosphere for their supplies of
 oxygen and carbon, which existed in smaller pro-
 portions than nitrogen, then perhaps animals could
 also tap this much larger source. He wanted to
 know whether "herbivorous animals have the same

 faculty." 82
 If such a faculty existed, then it ought to show

 up when an animal was fed so that it neither
 gained nor lost weight; on such a maintenance
 diet, an inequality of nitrogen must then appear
 in the products. He stabilized the weights of a
 horse and cow for thirty days, and then made
 test runs of three days each with weighed, analyzed
 regimens. The results of one of these tests (fig.
 8) indicated a net loss of 27 grams of nitrogen
 (bottom of second column from the right), by
 which he made the reasonable conclusion that

 herbivores did not take nitrogen from the air.
 Presumably there would have been a net increase
 had there been assimilation. These data of 1839

 81 Boussingault, 1839a: p. 115.
 82 Ibid., p. 116.

 are from one of Boussingault's first "balance"
 experiments, these to see whether an herbivore
 takes nitrogen from the air to correct a possible
 deficiency in the diet. The losses of carbon, hydro-
 gen, and oxygen could be attributed to breathing
 and perspiration, he knew. He did not explain
 the 27-gram loss of nitrogen, but very likely it
 was due to ammonia from the excreta. This ex-

 periment showed strong evidence against the sup-
 position of nitrogen absorption from the air by
 mammals.

 In 1844 Boussingault had begun to wonder how
 this loss of 27 grams of nitrogen might be ex-
 plained. Could it have been given off during
 breathing? Published reports by Cesar-Manuete
 Despretz (1791-1863) and Pierre Louis Dulong
 (1785-1835) had claimed as much. Boussingault
 therefore undertook to examine whether there

 were indeed "an exhalation of nitrogen during
 respiration." 83 Figure 9 shows his bell jar ap-
 paratus of 1844 to determine whether a bird emits
 nitrogen, and thus explain the nitrogen-loss in
 his experiment of 1839 (fig. 8). He passed a
 stream of washed air through this system, supplied
 the bird with analyzed millet in a maintenance
 diet, and analyzed the excreta collected during the
 test run. Tube bb' introduced fresh air, washed
 by sulfuric acid and potassium hydroxide solu-
 tion. Tube ee', attached to an aspirator, pulled

 83 Boussingault, 1844: p. 243, from title. Despretz and
 Dulong thought animals emitted nitrogen during breath-
 ing: Despretz, 1824; Dulong, 1841.
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 air through the system and into a potassium
 hydroxide solution to absorb the metabolic carbon
 dioxide for quantitative analysis; tube dd' was
 for a rapid transit of air at the commencement of
 the test run; and t, the thermometer. He found
 a net loss, which again suggested nitrogen emis-
 sion, but, of course, he was mistaken.

 Boussingault's experimental examination of this
 possibility touched on the problem of the source of
 animal heat, then not quite settled in the 1840's.84
 He agreed with the prevailing view that "respira-
 tion is a phenomenon of combustion by which
 heat is produced," and that this combustion occurs
 in the blood85:

 . . . independently of the modifications that the ali-
 ments, or rather the blood which produces them,
 undergo during respiratory combustion . . . a part
 of the nitrogenous principles of the organism meets
 with a complete combustion, in such a way as to
 produce carbonic acid, water, and nitrogen ....

 Boussingault did not realize the possibility of error
 due to the escape of volatile ammonia from the
 excrement. This experiment on nitrogen emission
 did not concern directly the nitrogen cycle per se.
 But it showed in perspective that better under-
 standing of the problem moved along with general
 developments in physiology, in this case involving
 the technique of accurately determining the loss
 due to ammonia, and the problem of the source of
 animal heat.

 The Balance of Organic Nature, 1844

 Boussingault was now coming to a rather clear
 conceptual view of the interdependence of animals
 and plants in which nitrogen for the first time
 played a decisive role in addition to the already
 familiar oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen86 :

 Nitrogen is an element essential to the existence of
 all living things; it is kindred moreover to both the
 animal and the plant kingdoms . . . it is the plants
 that furnish nitrogen to animals when their existence
 is accomplished . . . organized living things take
 their nitrogen from dead organic matter . . . living
 material is therefore limited . . . by the quantity of
 nitrogen actually in circulation within living things.

 This was a preliminary statement of the "nitrogen
 cycle," an incomplete one, to be sure, for it had
 not yet been determined how nitrogen is absorbed
 by plants. Boussingault's work was a continua-
 tion of Saussure's suggestion of 1804 that nitrogen

 84 Mendelsohn, 1964.
 85 Boussingault, 1844: pp. 440, 441.
 86 Boussingault, 1839a: pp. 115, 116.

 FIG. 9. Testing the animal emission of nitrogen
 (Boussingault, 1844: pl. iv, overleaf).

 is part of the soluble material in the soil.87 Ill
 1843 Boussingault expanded his articles on agri-
 cultural chemistry, together with much added
 material, into a two-volume work, Economie
 Rurale, which also appeared in an American edi-
 tion of 1850 (see fig. 10). This book (first edi-
 tion) helped introduce Boussingault's views to
 the American public in the 1850's. In addition to
 the results of his nitrogen research, he also
 summarized his research in many other areas of
 agricultural concerns, such as animal husbandry,
 crop management, plant nutrition, and the eco-
 nomics of farm management.88

 In 1844 Dumas and Boussingault discussed
 these developing views in a small book entitled
 The Chemical and Physiological Balance of Or-
 ganic Nature, concerning the chemical equilibria
 that unite animals and plants. Table 2 shows the
 general plan of their book. The parallel columns
 form a scheme of their view of living nature.89
 Although they tended to oversimplify, for instance,
 animals are treated simply as consumers of what
 plants produce, their conception did emphasize
 a fundamental interdependence, and it also sug-
 gested areas for further research. The influence
 of Lavoisier is readily seen in the balance between
 the two kingdoms, and in the fact that the chemical

 87 Saussure, 1804: p. 243.
 88 Boussingault, 1843, 1844; 1850.
 89 Dumas and Boussingault, 1844.
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 RURAL ECONOMY,  TABLE 2

 BALANCE OF ORGANIC NATURE

 (Dumas and Boussingault, 1844: p. xiii)

 IN ITS LATIONI WITH

 CHIEMB RY, PYSICS, AND ETEOROLOGY;

 OR,

 CHEMISTRY APPLIED TO AGRICULTURE.

 BT

 Animal, combustion,
 consumer

 Motile

 Oxidizing organism
 Exhales water, ammonia,

 nitrogen, carbon dioxide
 Consumes oxygen, fats,

 gums, sugars, nitrogen
 compounds, starches

 Produces heat
 Produces electricity
 Restores its elements to air

 or earth
 Transforms organic to

 inorganic

 Plant, reduction, producer

 Non-motile

 Reducing organism
 Fixes carbon dioxide, water,

 ammonia, nitrogen
 Produces oxygen, fats,

 gums, sugars, nitrogen
 compounds, starches

 Absorbs heat
 Absorbs electricity
 Draws elements from air,

 earth

 Transforms inorganic to
 organic

 J. B. BOUSSINGAULT,

 MXMBE. OF THE INSTITUTE OF FRANCE, ETC., ETO.

 TRANSLATED, WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES,

 GEORGE L&W. AUICowTURwr.

 NEW YORK:

 D. APPLETON & CO., 200 BROADWAY.
 PHILADELPHIA

 GEO. S. APPLETON, 164 CHESNUT-ST.

 M DCCC L.

 FIG. 10. Boussingault's major book. Courtesy, Center
 For Research Libraries, Chicago.

 reactions are oxidative and fairly stable, such
 the burning of sugar and fats in the blood
 produce heat. The two kingdoms are united
 true "offspring of the air." 90

 as

 to

 as

 The atmosphere, therefore, is the mysterious link
 that connects the animals with the vegetable, the
 vegetable with the animal kingdom.

 Here again is the same idea that is found in the
 writings of Mariotte and the English virtuosi of
 the seventeenth century in their speculations on
 the aerial niter. According to Dumas and Bous-
 sirngault, azote of the air was "fixed" by plants,
 bult the means remained unclear. As shown in

 ',o Ibid., pp. 19-25.

 table 2, the book thus oversimplified the issues
 involved. The authors were perhaps too confident
 with their successes in chemistry, and could not
 perceive the complexity of the biochemical path-
 ways involved. The conception here developed
 began to be modified and changed soon after publi-
 cation, in part by Boussingault himself, and along
 paths of research suggested in this book.

 These first studies of Boussingault were among
 the most outstanding of his long career; they were
 the foundation for all that followed. His experi-
 ments linked plants and animals together by means
 of dietary nitrogen, and produced presumptive
 evidence for the involvement of the atmosphere in
 this process. These foundation studies at the
 beginning of his career emphasized the need for
 an experimental hypothesis to acount for the
 reciprocal flow of nitrogen between animals and
 plants.

 THE AMMONIA HYPOTHESIS, 1840-1856

 To Baron Justus von Liebig (1803-1873) in
 1840 the question of how plants get their nitrogen
 was "susceptible of a very simple solution."91
 The occasion for his confidence was an invitation
 by the British Association for the Advancement

 of Science to prepare them a report on Chemistry
 in Its Application to Agriculture and Physiology.
 In the four editions of his influential book he

 argued persuasively that plants assimilate their
 nitrogen from ammonia that is washed down from
 the air in the rain, and this ammonia, he added,
 is constantly renewed by the putrefaction of animal

 91 Liebig, 1st ed., 1840: p. 70; 2nd ed., 1842: p. 70;
 3rd ed., 1843: p. 41; 4th ed., 1847; p. 41.
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 and vegetable material occurring everywhere on
 the earth's surface. Moreover, certain minerals,
 such as gypsum, have the remarkable property
 of "fixing in the soil the ammonia of the atmo-
 sphere" and of retaining it by changing the am-
 monia, coming down in solution as a carbonate,
 into a soluble sulfate.92 For want of a better

 model, Liebig's views on ammonia were generally
 accepted from 1840, when he first developed them
 for his English audience, until about 1855, when
 Boussingault showed conclusively there was not
 enough ammonia in the rain to satisfy the nitrogen
 needs of plants. But the corollary Liebig de-
 veloped in 1840-the "mineral theory"-promptly
 became the subject of a heated and colorful debate
 in the literature.

 There was much to commend Liebig's argument

 in 1840 for the source of plant nitrogen in atmo-
 spheric ammonia. Chemists had recognized a
 "volatile alkali" at least since the seventeenth

 century; it was produced either by natural decay
 or by distillation procedures in the laboratory.
 Louis Lemery in 1717 had noticed the volatile
 forms of sel armoniac nitreux, or nitrogenous
 material, that were given off in animal decay.
 And when Berthollet in 1785 identified "mofette"

 in this volatile alkali, it could not be long before
 there would be no doubt about the identity of the
 substance released into the air as a result of

 decay. Saussure in 1804 did not doubt the pres-
 ence of ammonia in the air; perhaps he was the
 first to conjecture that it might well serve as a
 source of plant nitrogen93:

 If nitrogen is a simple substance, if it is not an
 element of water, it might indeed be that plants as-
 similate it only with vegetable and animal extracts
 and with ammoniacal vapors, or with other soluble
 substances in the water that they can absorb from
 the soil and atmosphere.

 Davy agreed that "ammonia [is] given off from
 animal compounds in putrefaction," and Liebig in
 his laboratory at the University of Giessen had
 detected ammonia in rain water.94 Boussingault
 also was sympathetic to the view that atmospheric
 ammonia might serve as at least one source of
 plant nitrogen. In fact, in a personal letter in
 1840 he gave Liebig a welcome endorsement to
 his new theory 95:

 92Ibid., 1st ed., 1840: p. 86; 2nd ed., 1842: p. 84; 3rd
 ed., 1843: pp. 55, 189, et passim; 4th ed., 1847: p. 55.
 Apparently Liebig had in mind: CaS04+ (NH4)2CO3.

 93 Saussure, 1804: p. 207.
 94 Davy, 1813: p. 277.
 95 Liebig, 1855a: p. 28.

 -M. Pelouze has communicated to me your discovery
 of carbonate of ammonia in rain water, and that you
 can explain thereby the useful effects of gypsum.
 I agree with you in this opinion, and besides, see
 here the most important source of the nitrogen of
 crops, a source which I have sought after in vain,
 and which I have considered to exist in the atmo-
 sphere, without having been able more closely to
 determine it.

 In 1843 Liebig's view received further support
 from Charles Frederic Kuhlmann (1803-1881)
 who reported that ammonium compounds added
 to the soil were absorbed by plants.96

 "The Ammonia Hypothesis" was therefore a
 congenial idea, by no means novel, that Liebig
 developed for his British audience: the nitrogen
 of plants is "conveyed to their roots in the state
 of ammonia, derived from the putrefaction of
 animal matter, " and the major portion of this
 ammonia comes down in the rain.97 A continuous

 exchange between the atmosphere, the soil, de-
 caying organic matter, and plants, not yet a cycle,
 had long been surmised; hints of this exchange
 may be seen in the writings of Mariotte and in
 those of the English virtuosi on niter; these
 Renaissance speculations had been amplified more
 precisely in the centuries that followed. Liebig
 drew together the valid observations and specula-
 tions of his predecessors and invested them with
 the growing authority of chemistry.

 Liebig's high standing as an organic chemist,
 beginning in the 1830's gave him a substantial
 understanding of the chemistry of plant and ani-
 mal organization. But since he actually did few
 experiments in plant physiology per se and lacked
 the experience of farm practice that were Bous-
 singault's metier, he could not qualify as a final
 authority on agricultural chemistry. Liebig's
 book therefore is largely a review of the work
 done by others in the area, though with some of
 his own relevant results included with an under-

 standing emphasis, to be sure, on those principles
 he considered most scientific. His paucity of
 experimental material provoked the Swedish chem-
 ist, J6ns Jakob Berzelius (1779-1848), to com-
 ment in 1848 that98:

 Boussingault covers the same field as Liebig but
 Boussingault takes the hard tiresome way of answer-
 ing every question by one or more experiments. He
 gives his answers not so quickly but they are reliable.

 96 Kuhlmann, 1843.
 97Liebig, 1st ed., 1840: p. 70.
 98Browne, 1944: p. 264.
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 The Mineral Theory of Plant Nutrition
 Liebig's hearty views in the four editions of his

 Agricultural Chemistry concerning atmospheric
 ammonia carried with them the corollary that
 farmers need not depend on natural fertilizers as
 a source of nitrogen. His views on minerals
 were directly opposed by the work coming out of
 Bechelbronn, of course, and they received, more-
 over, a rigorous challenge in the form of extensive
 field tests at the Rothamsted Experiment Station
 in England. The point at issue was the chemical
 interpretation to be applied to the masterful
 studies on crop rotation recently completed at
 Bechelbronn and published in 1841. After study-
 ing what Boussingault had published on the sub-
 ject, Liebig quickly decided that the chemical
 interpretation of crop rotation was far simpler
 than Boussingault had imagined. In the third and
 fourth editions of his Agricultural Chemistry
 Liebig argued that the advantage of crop rotation
 lay in the fact that the cultivated plants in a se-
 quence abstract from the soil unequal quantities
 of minerals, the nitrogen entering automatically
 in the form of ammonia from the rain. Therefore,
 the characteristic action of a fertilizer was not
 the nitrogen, Liebig vouchsafed to his British
 admirers, but rather its inorganic constituents"9:

 . . . it is of great importance for agriculture, . . . to
 know with certainty that the supply of ammonia is
 unnecessary for most of our cultivated plants, . .
 when the ammonia required for their development
 will be furnished by the atmosphere.

 Nitrogen which is artificially provided to the
 soil by means of fertilizer acts in a subsidiary role
 by assisting in the fixation of carbon from the
 atmosphere, Liebig explained.100 Fertility of the
 soil is dependent, not on the nitrogen, but on the
 inorganic substances removed from the soil by
 crops. The amount and kinds removed may easily
 be determined by analyzing the ash content of
 plants left as residue when they are burned. It
 is the loss of minerals, he went on, rather than
 the nitrogen, that accounts for soil depletion;
 therefore, one need not consider all this nitrogen
 in deciding on the best crop rotation for maintain-
 ing soil fertility. Anyhow, the ammonia comes
 down automatically in the form of rain, and cer-
 tainly no one can control that. Liebig performed
 many ash analyses in his laboratory at the Uni-
 versity of Giessen, and he therefore felt that one

 99 Liebig, 4th ed., 1847: p. 212.
 100 Liebig, 1st ed., 1840: p. 189; 2nd ed., 1842: p. 178.

 needed only to replace the minerals removed by a
 given crop in order to maintain proper fertility.
 If a plant is supplied only with the minerals left
 as ash when it is burned, Liebig insisted, it
 would require no further assistance in the form
 of fertilizer, and it would assemble its carbon
 and nitrogen requirements automatically from
 the atmosphere.

 Since these bold ideas carried the prestige of
 the first chemist of Germany, they could only
 have revolutionary implications for his English
 readers. Dr. Joseph Henry Gilbert (1817-1901),
 with a brand-new Ph. D. degree from Liebig's
 own laboratory, and Sir John Bennett Lawes
 (1814-1900) began their joint career in 1843 by
 stirring up a controversy with Liebig over the
 validity of his new "mineral theory." 101 They
 relished the occasion to examine Liebig's ideas-
 and did so with vigor. In so doing, they firmly
 established the Rothamsted Experiment Station,
 whose work continues to this day. With a long
 series of field experiments on crop rotations,
 Lawes and Gilbert substantiated the earlier con-

 clusions of Boussingault, verified the puzzling
 ability of legumes to accumulate nitrogen, pon-
 dered the phenomena of nitrification, showed that
 Liebig's ideas on minerals left much to be desired
 -and evoked Liebig's wrath'12:

 The results of Mr. Lawes have no value for his
 next-door neighbor, nay, they have no value for him-
 self. . . . None of these facts are new, and what is
 new in the opinion of Mr. Lawes is erroneous.

 The experiments of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert are
 very far, indeed, from proving the conclusions which
 they wish to draw; they establish rather the fact
 that these gentlemen have not the slightest notion of
 what is meant by argument or proof.

 The heated exchange of opinions in the literature
 between Rothamsted and Giessen lasted for twelve
 years. Although they could not match Liebig's
 delightful invective as expressed by his willing
 pen, by 1855 Lawes's and Gilbert's careful work
 had shown conclusively that his "mineral theory"
 simply would not work, and that Boussingault's
 earlier, more balanced views on minerals and
 nitrogen were essentially correct.

 101 Russell, 1942. A rather useful and interesting
 survey article, with descriptions of Lawes and Gilbert,
 their education, personalities, anecdotes of their quarrels
 with Liebig over nitrogen, methods of doing field work,
 and training local men in chemical manipulations. Also,
 Hall, 1905: pp. i-xl, "Biographical Introduction."

 102Liebig, 1855b: pp. 81, 86; 1863: p. 298. This book
 (1863) contains his extensive version of his long con-
 troversy concerning nitrogen with Lawes and Gilbert.
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 Since Liebig relied so heavily on the work of
 others, and could not match the extensive outdoor
 field experiments of Boussingault, there is some
 point to the sarcastic charge of Hugo von Mohl
 (1804-1872) in 1843 that many of his errors were
 due to the fact that he put together his ideas'03:

 . . . not in his laboratory, but at his writing table,
 since no mention is made of any experiments that he
 has conducted nor of the facts that he has gathered.

 Another of Liebig's own countrymen found his
 ideas on patent manures "too visionary to make
 any impressions on the minds of sensible farmers,"
 and warned the British public that Liebig "has
 not raised one grain of wheat." 104 Though in
 his zeal Liebig undoubtedly went too far in gen-
 eralizing without adequate experimental prepara-
 tion, he was able to set forth clearly the points
 that had to be settled, such as the relationship
 between minerals and nitrogen in the soil. It
 is in this context of developing ideas on plant
 nutrition in the middle of the nineteenth century
 that the controversy must be viewed. In addition
 to his provocative ideas on ammonia and minerals
 that certainly stimulated new research, Liebig in
 1840 also had developed a theory of nitrification
 whose outlines were a reasonable accounting of
 the few observed facts, and parts of which in
 future would appear in continuing studies of the
 process: the appearance of both ammonia and
 nitrates, the action of oxygen in the soil, and the
 action of minerals.

 Throughout the entire controversy, Boussin-
 gault remained aloof from the heated exchange
 between Liebig and the workers at Rothamsted.
 Nor did he ever see fit to defend himself against
 Liebig's attacks on his work of 1841 on rotations.
 However, there is one passage from the second
 edition of his Economie Rurale in 1851 that indi-
 cates he was much aware of the issues involved.
 He stated that Liebig's ideas, if followed, would
 cause farmers to burn their manure heaps to re-
 duce the cost of transportation. Then he per-
 mitted himself to observe dryly105:

 ... I doubt if this advice would be followed. Some
 careful observations have shown moreover that the
 organic material of fertilizer exercises a very pro-
 nounced effect. Thirty square meters of a very poor
 clay soil were fertilized with ordinary farmyard
 manure. A very satisfactory crop of oats was ob-
 tained. Next to it, on an equal area, ashes were

 10Waksman, 1942: pp. 60, 61.
 104 Weissenborn, 1847: pp. 371-373.
 105 Boussingault, 1851: 2: pp. 81, 82.

 spread, derived from an equal quantity of manure.
 The action of these ashes did not noticeably ameliorate
 the soil ....

 The Search for Atmospheric Ammonia, 1854-1856

 Although Boussingault as early as 1838 had
 suggested that ammoniacal vapor might be a
 source of plant nitrogen, he did not take up the
 question of atmospheric ammonia until 1853-1854.
 These studies, amply reported both in England
 and North America, comprised his only publica-
 tions on the concentration of ammonia in the

 atmosphere.106 It may be a question why he
 forbore to publish for fifteen years. For if am-
 monia had been a possibility almost from the
 beginning of his career, if it had been incorporated
 into a full theory by Liebig in 1840, and if Kuhl-
 mann had shown, as early as 1843, that ammonia
 is indeed absorbed by plants, then would he not
 have realized that it is indispensable to know
 absolutely whether there is enough of it in the
 air to so account for the nitrogen needs of plants ?
 His letter to Liebig, quoted above, suggested that
 as early as 1840 the question of quantity was much
 on his mind, but that he did not find analytical
 techniques, requisite for dealing with large vol-
 umes of air, to be sufficiently precise to insure
 trustworthy results. The Dumas technique, often
 used for analyzing solid organic materials, was
 not suitable for air.

 Liebig's hypothesis focused, not on the air,
 but on the rain that was supposed to wash down
 all the ammonia onto the vegetation which, of
 course, is reasonable enough, given the solubility
 of ammonia. So, strictly speaking, if a means
 could be devised for efficiently and accurately
 measuring dissolved ammonia in ordinary rain
 water, easily collected, then the figures, thus com-
 puted, would correspond to the amount once dis-
 persed in the atmosphere. This means was de-
 veloped in 1848 by Eugene Melchior Peligot
 (1811-1890), whose procedure for measuring
 quantities of combined nitrogen in solution by

 106 Boussingault, 1853a; 1853b; 1854b; Boussingault et
 Lewy, 1852. Samuel William Johnson (1830-1909), later
 first director of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
 Station in New Haven, and Professor at the Sheffield
 Science School at Yale University, reviewed the am-
 monia and nitrogen research while studying under Liebig
 in 1853 and 1854. His notes and letters appeared in
 The Country Gentleman (Albany) 2-4. Together with
 the New York edition of Boussingault, 1850, they con-
 tributed to a major introduction of Boussingault's work
 to North America. See Vickery, 1942a, 1942b.
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 FIG. 11. Boussingault's ammonia apparatus
 (Boussingault, 1853a (ADC): pl. i).

 means of titration against a known acid Bous-
 singault readily adapted to this problem.107

 After 1840, when Liebig put forward his in-
 genious ammonia hypothesis, there were only a
 few analyses of air until the early 1850's, when the
 question of atmospheric ammonia began to re-
 ceive considerable attention in the French scien-

 tific literature. Thus, when Boussingault agreed
 in 1853 that it was "not sufficient to know that

 rain contains ammonia, but it is still necessary to
 know how much it contains," the occasion was
 propitious for his own study, and the technical
 means at hand carried prospect of success.108
 And he conducted his studies with a thoroughness
 which left no doubt about atmospheric ammonia
 as a source of plant nitrogen. Inspection of his
 published data shows that he analyzed multiple
 samples from 9 rivers, 20 wells and spring, more
 than 130 rain samples from different regions of
 France, plus samples of fog, dew, and snow.

 Boussingault carried out these extensive analy-

 107 Peligot, 1847.
 108 Boussingault, 1853a: p. 257.

 ses in two steps. First, he reduced the large
 samples of water by distillation in the apparatus
 shown in figure 11. This is the apparatus he
 used in 1853-1854 to concentrate extremely dilute
 solutions of ammoniacal rain water, in flask "A,"
 to which lie added an alkaline solution (hydrate
 de potasse), to a point suitable for quantitative
 analysis, in flask "h." Second, he measured the
 ammonia in this smaller volume by titrating it
 against sulfuric acid of known concentration, ac-
 cording to Peligot's procedure. By observing
 what volume of ammonia solution would complete
 the saturation of the acid, with litmus marking
 the end point, and by using an alkali of known
 concentration as a guide, he could detect three
 or four-hundredths of a milligram of ammonia per
 liter. He was surprised to find only traces of
 ammonia in rain water, even in the countryside
 where vegetation predominates, as shown in figure
 12. These are the analyses of ammonia in rain
 water that Boussingault collected in 1853 at the
 Monastery of Liebfrauenberg, near Bechelbronn,
 compared with a sample from Paris (1.70 mg/
 liter). Note that these figures are considerably
 lower than his Paris sample. He was not misled by
 certain published analyses of river water in Paris,
 which, because of its factories and poor sewage
 disposal, he observed, ". . . may be compared with
 a pile of manure of considerable extent." 109

 The review of Boussingault's work in the
 American Journal of Science for 1855 reflected
 the considerable and curious importance French
 observers attached to the presence of ammonia in
 the atmosphere10:

 . .. although ammonia in small quantity is favorable
 to vegetation, a large proportion would be injurious,
 and would show its effects especially on the leaves of
 plants. Moreover, such a storm might have a dele-
 terious influence on respiration, and especially on the
 lungs of persons with pulmonary affections.

 109 Boussingault, 1853b: p. 207.
 1o Nickles, 1854: p. 265.

 >.7 iai, pluie continue ..........................................
 A Paris, pluie tombee le 27 mai ..................................
 a8 mai, pluie.................................................
 29 mai, pluie d'orage ..........................................
 3o au 3 mai, pluiec continue .....................................
 2 juin, pluie continue .........................................
 5 juin, pluie non interrompue pendant vingt-quatre heures.............
 '1. au 24 juin, pluie continue ....................................
 3o juin, pluie melee de pluie d'orage ..............................
 I* au 2 juillet, pluie continue....................................
 13 juillet, pluie tomb!ie de 9 a lo heures du soir, violent orage ..........

 dans X litre d'eau

 o,31

 1,70

 o,51
 o,35
 0,25

 0,25

 o,49
 o,61
 o,43
 o,58
 o,68

 29..

 FIG. 12. Ammonia in rain water (Boussingault,
 1853b: p. 207).
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 This passage recalls the seventeenth-century spec-
 ulations on the effects of atmospheric niter on
 human welfare.

 Boussingault's elaborate demonstrations of only
 low concentrations of ammonia washed down in
 the rain water could not fail to raise doubts that
 this source was adequate for the nitrogen needs
 of plants, much less its effects on human health.
 Lawes and Gilbert first expressed these doubts
 in print in 1854, thereby bringing Liebig further
 trouble, and by James Thomas Way (1821-1884)
 in 1856 while serving in London as a consulting
 chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society in
 England.111 They verified Boussingault's demon-
 strations, and then they turned to another possible
 nitrogen source in the atmosphere, nitric acid.
 But they could not find that the amount of nitric
 acid in the atmosphere was sufficient, even when
 added to the ammonia, to equal the accumulation
 of nitrogen in crops beyond the amount contrib-
 uted from known sources. These British workers
 then were drawn to the view that nitrates in the

 soil might constitute an influence greater than
 hitherto suspected.

 Figure 13 shows the summation prepared by

 111 Lawes and Gilbert, 1863. (Report for the British
 Association For the Advancement of Science, 1854.)
 Way, 1856a. Several quantitative tests for nitric acid,
 developed about 1855, rapidly expanded nitrogen research.
 Way's was based on a volumetric method of studying
 oxidizing agents with iodine. He mixed the unknown
 nitrate with HCl and AgI in a water bath. The chloride
 released by the nitric acid changed to HI, which could
 then be treated with known sulphurous acid. Way,
 1856a: pp. 151-159; 1856b.

 Ammonia per million rain-water. lbs. of ammonia per acre.

 Lleb-
 Paris. frauen. Rothamsted. Paris. Rothamunted.

 berg.
 Months. _

 1851. 1852. 1858. 1864. 1851. 185. 1854.

 Barral. Bo'mln- Meth. 1. Meth. S. Meth. 3. Barral. Mth. 1. Meth. 2. Meth. L

 January ... ...... 0-779 ...... ...... ...... 032
 February ....... 0945 ...... ...... ...... 0-20
 March ..... 1'440 ...... 0-915 ..... 0-77 ...... 0'11
 April ...... 0-812 0-817 0-967* ...... 0655 0355 011
 May ........ 0-624 1-448 1-225 0-469 ...... 0 '55 0'47 046
 June ...... 0-445 1'399 1-144 ...... ...... 1-07 0-88
 July ......... 0435 0935 0-939 ...... ...... 0-95 0-96
 August ... 2-98 1'494 0-821 0-851 ...... 07 55 0 57 1
 September 3-84 0-745 0-735 ...... 100 ...... 0'13
 October ... 1-08 0-721 0-688 ...... 0-51 ...... 0-57
 November. 1-17 1 0-803 ...... 045 ...... 0-37
 Deoember. 8-38 1614 ...... 1-84 ...... 0'15

 Means... 3'49 0744 1-142 0-979 1 0-821 0.81 0-74 0'54 0'24

 * By Method 2, 0-980.

 FIG. 13. Comparative methods of ammonia analysis
 (Lawes and Gilbert, 1863 (Rothamsted Memoirs):
 P. 10).

 TADLE VI.-Nitric Acid and Ammonia in Rain-water, per acre, 1855.

 Gallons Nitric Acd Ammonia Total
 ---- of In in Nitrogena

 lain. Grains. Grains. Grains.

 January . . ; ....... 13,523 230 1244 1084
 February . ..... 22,473 944 2337 2169
 March . . .. ...... 52,484 1102 4513 3995
 April ........ .... . 9,281 325 1141 1024
 May .. .. .. .. .. .. 52,575 1840 4206 3939
 June .. .. .... .. .. 41,295 3303 5574 5447
 July ..... . .... . 157,713 2680 9620 8615
 Augut .......... 59,622 3577 4769 4870
 September . ....... 34,875 732 3313 2917
 October .... .. .. 124,466 4480 7592 7414
 November. . ........ 55,950 1007 3021 2749
 December .. .; .. .. 39,075 664 2438 2180

 Total in lbs. whole year .. .. 298 7'11 663

 FIG. 14. Combined ammonia
 (Way, 1856a:

 and nitric acid in Rain
 p. 144).

 Lawes and Gilbert of ammonia estimates they
 obtained at Rothamsted, compared with those by
 Boussingault at Bechelbronn (Liebfrauenberg),
 and by Barral at Paris, plus their own calculations
 of the total amount falling on an acre of land.
 Note the relatively high figures for Paris, and
 that for Rothamsted, the amount of ammonia per
 liter was approximately the same as for Bous-
 singault ("Parts per million" meant "milligrams
 per liter"). Lawes and Gilbert drew the neces-
 sary conclusion, which Boussingault had not yet
 made, that112:

 . . . the amount of nitrogen which our experiments
 show was brought down in actual solution from the
 atmosphere in the form of ammonia, was adequate to
 supply but a small proportion of the average annual
 amount of it contained in the produce of a continu-
 ously manured plot of ground.

 Another Puzzle:

 Thomas Way then measured both the ammonia
 and nitric acid coming down in the rain for an
 entire year on a single acre of land, as shown in
 figure 14. Way's calculations in England showed
 that the combined sources of nitrogen in rain for
 an entire year did not equal seven pounds, no-
 where near the nitrogen needs of plants growing on
 the same test-acre site ("grain" = 0.0648 gram).
 He saw that there simply was not enough com-
 bined nitrogen coming down in both forms to
 supply the nitrogen needs of this test acre. In-
 stead, his new technique for estimating minute
 quantities of nitric acid allowed him to bring to
 a close those arduous and lengthy analyses of
 rain water, initiated just three years before, when
 Boussingault pointed out the need to know how
 much ammonia there is in the rain. Now it was
 known. Both ammonia and nitric acid in the

 112 Lawes and Gilbert, 1863: p. 13.
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 atmosphere, even when added together, could not
 supply the nitrogen needs of plants. Way's re-
 sults and conclusions, published in 1856, could
 henceforth leave no doubt that Liebig's hypothesis
 of 1840 was found wanting. "I fear . . . that we
 must abandon the pleasant notion that the refresh-
 ing effect of an April shower is due to these
 compounds of nitrogen . . . ," he confessed.113

 Way was puzzled by the much larger amounts
 of nitric acid than of ammonia in the drainage
 water. These figures could not be anticipated
 from the figures for rain water, which showed the
 opposite relationship. The drainage water seemed
 to carry off less ammonia and more nitric acid than
 was brought down in the rain. Why was this so?
 "What then must we think of drains gorged with
 water," he complained, "every gallon of which
 contains as much as 12 or 14 grains of nitric
 acid ?" 114 These fundamental observations, of
 course, touched directly on the process of nitrifi-
 cation in the soil, but the chemical circumstances
 remained unclear for many years to come. Way
 recognized that nitrates were derived from a de-
 composition of nitrogenous materials, and that in
 a general sense the production of ammonia was
 a first and transient stage. Liebig had similarly
 suggested in 1840 that ammonia is a precursor of
 the nitrates.115 But Way, not having been able
 to demonstrate a laboratory conversion of am-
 monia into nitrates, using a column of sand
 through which his solution percolated, thought
 his drainage figures might represent a rather rapid
 and direct decomposition of nitrogenous materials
 into nitrates. According to his interpretation,
 this decomposition would occur in the soil in
 the absence of any substances that, by combining
 with the ammonia as it is produced, would halt
 the process at this stage; ". . theatre decora-
 tions," huffed Liebig."16 Way implied that, since
 nitrates are drained off more easily than ammonia-
 cal salts, they were less efficacious than ammonia.

 Much remained to be done in explaining the
 process of nitrification in the soil. And the
 gaseous nitrogen component of the air remained
 a mystery. But because of the extensive analyses
 by Boussingault in 1853 and 1854, on which were
 founded the sound conclusions of the British
 workers, it could now in 1856 at least be said
 that17

 113 Way, 1856a: p. 145.
 114 Ibid., p. 136. One grain = 0.0648 gram.
 115 Liebig, 1st ed., 1840: pp. 72, 73, 276-281.
 116 Way, 1856a: footnote, p. 139.
 117 Way, 1856b: p. 621.

 The refreshing influence on vegetation of a thunder-
 storm is due to the much needed water as water, and
 not to its being a vehicle of nitrogenous manure.

 But if nitrogen did not come from atmospheric
 ammonia after all, then where did it come from?

 THE CONTROVERSY OVER THE FIXATION OF GASEOUS

 NITROGEN, 1850-1856

 During the years when the mineral-ammonia
 debate enlivened the scientific literature of Eng-
 land and Germany, another aspect of the contro-
 versy, this one a bit more decorous, took shape in
 the open sessions of the Academie des Sciences.
 This was the question first raised by Boussingault
 in 1838; that is, did plants assimilate the free,
 gaseous nitrogen of the air, or did they not? A
 self-confident young chemist, Georges Ville (1824-
 1897), was convinced they did, and in 1850 he
 began to marshal startling new evidence before
 the Parisian savants to support his claim. LIs
 Soon after, Boussingault for the second time took
 up this question where he had left it in 1838.

 Already in the late 1830's, and certainly by
 1841, Boussingault had proceeded so far in his
 investigations of the quantity of nitrogen in crops
 as to see the importance of inquiring more ear-
 nestly into why some crops, particularly the
 legumes and, under certain circumstances, appar-
 ently even the graminaceous crops, seemed to
 accumulate far more nitrogen, as discovered by
 his "balance sheets" (fig. 7) than could reasonably
 be accounted for by the nitrogen artificially pro-
 vided them in the fertilizer. These questions and
 observations of more than a decade led French
 and British workers to ask the question again,
 and rendered more urgent their subsequent ex-
 perimental inquiries. That is, could it not be
 finally settled once and for all whether that large
 supply of free, gaseous nitrogen, occupying fully
 four-fifths of the atmosphere by volume, did con-
 stitute a reservoir from which all plants drew?
 In his earlier work, Boussingault could not decide
 the source of his excess nitrogen.119 It was either
 gaseous ammonia or gaseous nitrogen. From
 1851 through 1854 he conducted two new sets
 of experiments with the aim of determining

 s118 Ville, 1850; 1852. This (1852) is the preliminary
 announcement of Ville's major work (1853), which,
 courtesy of John Crerar Library, is one of two copies
 in the United States.

 119 Boussingault first mentioned the atmospheric source
 of nitrogen as either ammonia or nitrogen in two papers:
 Boussingault, 1838b (ADC 69): p. 366; and 1841a:
 p. 240.
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 whether this latter alternative was the primary
 source. These experiments, published in 1854-
 1855 as his Recherches sur la Vegetation categori-
 cally opposed Ville's view, and had the effect of
 drawing attention to the importance of nitrates
 and minerals in the soil.120

 That two responsible workers of undoubted
 repute could arrive at clearly opposing views
 could only be perplexing. Boussingault was the
 older by twenty-two years, with an established
 reputation, and had been a member of the Aca-
 demie since 1837.121 He was now opposed by a
 twenty-six-year-old man, never a member of the
 Academie, but whose experiments were performed
 with such apparent soundness of technique as to
 earn attention and respect in both France and
 England.122 The controversy centered on experi-
 mental technique, for there was considerable con-
 sensus with regard to the theoretical outline of
 the problem as a result of the chemical advances
 achieved since Boussingault's first fixation experi-
 ments in 1838. Nitrates were formed in the soil
 through organic decomposition, which was pri-
 marily oxidative, they thought; ammonia was a
 first step in this process of nitrification; both ni-
 trates and ammoniacal salts might be absorbed by
 the soil, and there rendered available to plants.
 But the major gap in developing these factors
 into a full-fledged "cycle" remained the role of
 the atmosphere as a vehicle for some form of
 nitrogen.

 Furthermore, it was clear as well that the ques-
 tion of whether plants absorb gaseous nitrogen
 had a bearing on both the theoretical and practical
 understanding of plant nutrition. For if Ville
 were correct that plant nitrogen came primarily
 from the air, then the value of fertilizers was only
 in their mineral content, and not in their nitrogen,
 as Liebig was then preaching. On the other hand,
 if there were no fixation, then nutrition of plants
 came from both minerals and nitrogen in the soil,
 as Boussingault had been saying for years. Bous-
 singault was fully aware of these issues.123

 120 Boussingault, 1854b (Extract in CR 38 read March
 29, 1854); 1854c. For these experiments, Boussingault
 used the Warrentrop soda lime method, modified after
 Peligot (1847). The unknown was mixed with soda
 lime, heated in a glass tube (verre de Boheme) with
 oxalic acid, and the ammoniacal product titrated against
 a known acid, such as sulfuric.

 121 Index Biographique: pp. 64, 65, "Boussingault."
 122 Ville, 1854b.
 123 Boussingault, 1854b (Annales des Sciences . . .):

 pp. 241, 242; 1854b (CR 38): p. 580.

 Boussingault's Second Study of Nitrogen
 Fixation, 1851-1854:

 By nature of the problem, the experimental
 procedure and technique used in the 1850's by all
 the investigators of nitrogen fixation were basi-
 cally similar to those developed by Boussingault in
 1838; that is, the experiments had to eliminate
 from the experimental apparatus any form of
 combined nitrogen as a variable. Accordingly,
 Ville, too, used an artificial, calcined soil, washed
 air in a closed system, and he analyzed both the
 seeds and crops for nitrogen. He also attempted
 to analyze the concentration of ammonia in the
 air, and in 1850 he was among the first to publish
 preliminary evidence of only negligible traces.
 But he consistently reported large accumulations
 of nitrogen-sometimes forty times that contained
 in the seeds-which he attributed to fixation from

 the air, without, be it noted, being able to detect
 any actual diminution of nitrogen gas circulating
 in his apparatus.124

 For his second set of experiments (the first
 in 1838), Boussingault designed an apparatus,
 shown in figure 15 ("fig. 1"), that would effec-
 tively eliminate contamination of his system by
 atmospheric ammonia, but still provide at will a
 supply of washed air. He used a crushed, cal-
 cined pumice for soil, mixed it with either the ash
 of nonspecific manure, or the ash of the same
 species undergoing testing, and he used porcelain
 crucibles for growing the seeds to the point where
 the plants appeared to decline.125 On conclusion
 of each test run, he subjected the entire plant,
 all the soil with its root fragments, even the
 porcelain crucible, to organic analysis for nitrogen
 content, using Peligot's technique. This technique
 was a combination of heating these materials to
 drive off ammonia fumes, collecting them in water,
 and titrating the solution against sulfuric acid of
 known strength.126 In 1853 he designed a modi-
 fication of the above apparatus, shown in figure

 124 The quality of Ville's work was disputed in Paris
 by the American observer, Evan Pugh (see fn. 140).
 Bloom, 1960: pp. 50-55. Another criticism of Ville by
 Pugh is cited by Osborne, 1913: pp. 141, 142.

 125 Boussingault recognized that all plants obtain the
 same mineral substances from the soil (some naturalists
 thought different plants abstracted different nutrients),
 and that particular plants do not require particular sub-
 stances, in 1854b (CR 38): p. 583: "As it is perfectly
 established that manure is suited to all cultivation, these
 ashes naturally contain all the mineral substances neces-
 sary to the plants." See also Boussingault, 1843, 1844
 and 1850, et passim.

 126 Peligot, 1847.
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 FIG. 15. Boussingault's apparatus to produce a "non-
 renewable" atmosphere (Boussingault, 1854b (An-
 nales des Sciences . . .): pl. 16).

 15 ("fig. 2"), in order to enclose a completely
 non-renewable atmosphere, thus to limit the causes
 of error to those inherent in the system at the
 beginning of the experiment. The air was not
 recharged except for the addition of carbon dioxide
 from sphere "D". In all thirteen test runs of
 these two sets of experiments he calculated a
 distinct though slight loss in the crops as com-
 pared with the seed. He concluded: "The whole
 of these experiments brings out that nitrogen gas
 of the air has not been assimilated by beans, cress,
 and lupins." 127

 Ville politely demurred128:

 This communication emanates from an illustrious
 man, whose opinion enjoys a great authority. On
 the other hand, however, I maintain all my con-

 127 Boussingault, 1854b (Annales des Sciences . . .):
 p. 291; (CR 38): p. 606.

 28 Ville, 1854a: p. 705. Presented April 10, 1854.

 clusions. I see nothing in the facts he invokes which
 must invalidate them.

 In the urbane, open sessions of the Academie
 Boussingault and Ville politely exchanged views
 on experimental technique and plant physiology,
 the problem of accurately measuring ammonia in
 the air, which of them had first discovered ni-
 trogen fixation, the effect of a closed system on
 normal plant growth, the effect of the transpira-
 tion on nitrogen absorption, and the efficacy of
 porcelain containers. Then urbanity declined;
 Ville was sure that all the imprecise methods were
 on Boussingault's side. Continuing to lecture
 as though Boussingault were only a beginning
 student, instead of a mature investigator with
 seventeen years' experience, Ville explained that
 "When one experiments with living things, the
 first condition is that these organisms can fulfill
 their functions." 129 Boussingault's apparatus was
 so defective that, as described in his Recherches
 sur la Vegetation, plants could not possibly absorb
 nitrogen in them. The reason for Boussingault's
 failure was clearly this non-renewable atmosphere
 in his bell jars; ". . . renewal of air is an essential
 condition of the experiment," Ville declared.130
 But one may well ask why it was that he, Ville,
 had obtained such a large proportion of nitrogen,
 whereas in those cases where Boussingault did
 achieve a gain, it was only a small amount. Why,
 the reason was plain, explained Ville131:

 The difference follows in great part from the nature
 of the container of which Boussingault avails him-
 self. Indeed, this scholar has always used porcelain
 crucibles: now, in such pots, vegetation cannot
 proceed.

 The sand was packed at the bottom of his cru-
 cibles, and therefore roots could not penetrate,
 gases could not diffuse with ease, and the plant
 suffocated. That was why Boussingault obtained
 only two or three times the weight of the seed,
 when he gained an excess at all, as these crucibles
 of his prevented normal conditions of growth,
 Ville insisted. Since this dispute between Ville
 and Boussingault could not be resolved, a com-
 mission composed of prominent academiciens was
 set up to look into the matter and come up with
 a decision as to which of their opinions was
 scientifically correct.132

 129 Ibid., pp. 723, 727. Quote, p. 725.
 130 Loc. cit.
 131 Loc. cit.
 132 During the 1850's, the French were fond of settling

 scientific disputes by committee action.
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 Boussingault thus had received from Ville a
 major challenge to his scientific ability and reputa-
 tion in this meeting of April 17, 1854. And the
 answer to the scientific question at the heart of
 their dispute-whether plants do or do not ab-
 sorb gaseous nitrogen-was to be settled, it now
 appeared, by a committee. Meanwhile, Bous-
 singault decided to test Ville's methods.

 Boussingault's Third Study of Nitrogen
 Fixation, 1854:

 The summer of 1854 must have been a busy
 time for Boussingault, for within a month after
 Ville had criticized him in the open meeting of
 the Academie, he had designed and constructed
 new apparatus, collected nine different plant speci-
 mens for multiple testing, prepared reagents for
 titrations, and was ready to commence yet an--
 other investigation of nitrogen fixation, this time,
 in reply to his critic. He presented the results
 of his new research to the Academie five and
 one-half months later, on October 2, the finished
 report covering seventy-five pages in the Annales
 de Chimie.133 Ville's name is nowhere mentioned

 in the memoire, but this work, by its organiza-
 tion and the type of questions posed, was ob-
 viously a reply to Ville's objections to his previous
 research methods. Boussingault gave particular
 attention to whether the atmosphere was renew-
 able, the effects produced by the type of soil
 container, and what constitutes normal conditions
 of growth.

 He reasoned that the difference observed be-
 tween a test plant grown in a confined atmosphere
 and another under normal conditions, as in a
 garden, ought to disappear if the soil be fertile
 in each case. He obtained full growth of cress
 plants (Cresson alenois) when planted in a fertile
 garden soil contained both in an ordinary flower
 pot exposed in a garden, and in a glass beaker
 sealed under a bell jar containing two liters of
 carbon dioxide. Observed Boussingault134:

 This experiment establishes anew that a plant in
 an enclosed vase accomplishes all the phases of
 vegetal life, and, further, it can attain a growth com-
 parable to that which it acquires in ordinary condi-
 tions of culture, when the soil which supports it
 and the atmosphere which surrounds it assemble in
 sufficient proportion the elements necessary for its
 existence.

 By this simple though vivid demonstration Bous-
 singault made a tacit reply to Ville's allegation

 133 Boussingault, 1854c (ADC 43).
 134 Ibid., p. 152.

 that plants in an enclosed environment cannot
 experience normal conditions of growth.

 A Closed System:

 Boussingault then carried out a series of ex-
 periments planned closely to those Ville had per-
 formed, with particular reference to the one con-
 dition his critic deemed absolutely essential for the
 absorption of nitrogen; that is, the enclosed atmo-
 sphere that is constantly renewed by a moving
 stream of air.135 And in no case did he resort to

 those porcelain crucibles that had so exercised
 Ville, but instead he used ordinary flower pots
 and glass beakers.

 Figure 16 shows the apparatus he devised for
 this series. He designed his apparatus, as shown
 in "Fig. 1" in the diagram, to eliminate all traces
 of ammonia that would otherwise enter the sys-
 tem as a contaminant. This is the apparatus
 Boussingault designed and used in 1854 to answer
 Ville's charge of faulty technique in experiment-
 ing on the fixation of gaseous nitrogen by plants.
 The apparatus was designed to provide a renew-
 able atmosphere: c, entrance for carbon dioxide;
 d, for atmospheric air; e, for watering the plants;
 F, a removable partition for servicing the plants,
 sealed with tape; o, attached by a rubber hose to
 a nearby aspirator of 500 liters capacity for pull-
 ing air through the system; h, h', entrance for air,
 filled with pumice soaked in sulfuric acid; I, large
 cylinder, also filled with sulfuric acid-soaked
 pumice; k, washing flask, filled with distilled wa-
 ter, indicated if air is traversing system, humidified
 the air, and aided in determining if system is
 tight; L, flask for producing carbon dioxide; m,
 tube with chalk previously heated, to prevent acid
 vapor from entering with the carbon dioxide gas;
 n, sodium bicarbonate solution, for washing carbon
 dioxide gas; n', pumice dampened with sodium
 bicarbonate solution. (Boussingault purified the
 bicarbonate himself, since he found the commer-
 cial form always contained ammonium carbonate
 contamination, which he had to keep from the
 system.) Since putty and wax for sealing con-
 tained a residue of organic material, and thus
 a source of ammonium contaminants on putrefac-
 tion, they were prepared and applied also with
 care. Carbon dioxide gas was produced by hydro-
 chloric acid on limestone. The cage was 104
 liters capacity, and the flower pots, 400 cubic
 centimeters each.

 Thus Boussingault took extraordinary precau-

 135 Ibid., pp. 152-190. Descriptions, pp. 152-154.
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 FIG. 16. Boussingault's apparatus to produce a "renewable" atmosphere (Boussingault, 1854c (ADC): pl. ii).

 tions to reduce the combined nitrogen that might
 be a source of error in the sealing materials, in the
 air flowing through "h'IK," the soil and minerals
 going considerably beyond the precision Ville had
 reported. For example, Boussingault had found
 that all plant ashes used as mineral additives re-
 tained a certain residue of carbon that would re-
 main a source of combined nitrogen, even after
 extensive calcining. So he chose a mixture of
 the ashes of beans and lupins, which he had
 found to carry the least carbon with their mineral
 ingredients. In previous experiments he had
 shown that a non-renewable atmosphere is accept-
 able for normal growth. Ville charged this to
 be erroneous. Boussingault here showed that
 plants do not absorb gaseous nitrogen even in a
 constantly renewed atmosphere, under his experi-
 mental conditions.

 Table 3 shows the loss or gain of the nitrogen
 in the crops used in the apparatus shown in
 figure. 16. This table is the summary of the
 experiments Boussingault performed in 1854 in

 which he grew plants in a current of air in a
 closed system for about two and one-half months
 to test the hypothesis of nitrogen fixation. Ex-
 periment 6 bears comment, since in it he intro-
 duced a second lupin seed as fertilizer, to show
 that any nitrogen added as fertilizer appears in
 the crop, and the apparent gain therefrom could
 be accounted for, not by fixation, but by the
 fertilizer. For the three experiments showing a
 loss in table 3 he concluded with the words,
 "There was no nitrogen fixation during growth,"
 and he attributed the slight gains in experiments
 2, 3, 6, and 7 to conditions inherent in the system,
 such as experimental error or the extra seed
 acting as a fertilizer.

 An Open System:

 Boussingault also grew nine sets of plants in
 the apparatus shown in figure 16, "Fig. 3," being
 designed to exclude dust and rain, but allow free
 access of air. The results are shown in table 4.
 This is the summary of the experiments he per-

 " - -'y e , I 12 I . 1,00 - le , .44,12o - C--4ew Pr - - , -,elew.

 lo"*
 I I
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 TABLE 3

 DATA OF TEST PLANTS GROWN IN RENEWABLE ATMO-

 SPHERE (Boussingault, 1854c (ADC): pp. 174-190)

 Amount of nitrogen shown in grams

 Plant Crop Soil Total Seed Gain, loss

 1. lupin 0.0170 0.0017 0.0187 0.0196 -0.0009
 2. bean 0.0284 0.0041 0.0325 0.0322 +0.0003
 3. bean 0.0330 0.0011 0.0341 0.0335 +0.0006
 4. bean 0.0281 0.0048 0.0329 0.0339 -0.0010
 5. bean 0.0589 0.0077 0.0666 0.0676 -0.0010
 6. lupins, 2 0.0302 0.0032 0.0334 0.0180 +0.0154
 7. cress, 42 0.0032 0.0020 0.0052 0.0046 +0.0006

 formed in 1854 in which he grew plants exposed
 to the air but shaded from rain. He analyzed the
 soil at the conclusion to determine any residue of
 root fragments, and combined this figure with the
 nitrogen in the grown plant, or crop, to give the
 total in each case. The seed figures are averages
 of samples from which the original plant was
 sown.136 He attributed the slight gains of nitrogen
 either to ammonium carbonate or to "organic
 corpuscles" in the air. He also had noticed
 within the apparatus a green coloration which he
 identified as a vegetation cryptogamique. The
 slight gains of nitrogen may therefore have been
 due to contamination by blue-green algae.137 He
 concluded138:

 This arrest of all later development in the or-
 ganism, after germination, when the seed, deprived
 of fertilizer, is formed only from a quantity of
 material that is, so to speak, imponderable, offers
 perhaps the most striking proof, if only because it is
 the easiest to acquire, that the nitrogen which is in
 the gaseous state in the atmosphere is not directly
 assimilable by plants . . . it is true that one could
 attribute a part of this feeble gain to organized
 corpuscles, or even to impurities, remaining in the
 materials employed; but, in the presence of the
 results furnished by the twenty-one experiments per-
 formed from 1851 to 1854, in the apparatus con-
 structed, I do not think that one could see in it
 the origin in the gaseous nitrogen of the atmosphere.

 These elaborate and meticulous experiments of
 Boussingault were among the most conclusive that
 ever were performed on the question of the fixa-
 tion of gaseous nitrogen before the role of bacteria
 was described. While the results certainly did not
 settle the question in favor of his conclusion-the

 136 Ibid., pp. 191-209.
 137 Ibid., pp. 209, 210, 223. Mentions cryptogamous

 contamination.
 138 Ibid., pp. 222, 223.

 TABLE 4

 DATA OF TEST PLANTS EXPOSED TO AIR

 (Boussingault, 1854c (ADC): pp. 191-209)

 Amount of nitrogen shown in grams

 Plant

 1. bean
 2. bean

 3. oats, 4
 4. lupin
 5. wheat, 5
 6. lupin
 7. lupins, 2
 8. bean

 9. cress, 210

 Crop

 0.0321
 0.0186

 0.0031
 0.0205

 0.0056
 0.0179

 0.0318
 0.0298

 0.0190

 Soil

 0.0059

 0.0052

 0.0010

 0.0051

 0.0019
 0.0050

 0.0069

 0.0063

 0.0082

 Total

 0.0380

 0.0238
 0.0041

 0.0256

 0.0075

 0.0229

 0.0387
 0.0350
 0.0272

 Seed

 0.0349
 0.0213
 0.0031

 0.0214

 0.0064

 0.0199
 0.0367
 0.0318
 0.0259

 Gain, loss

 +0.0031
 +0.0025
 +0.0010
 +0.0042
 +0.0011
 +0.0030
 +0.0020
 +0.0032
 +0.0013

 question was examined again by others, but with
 no better technique, and the commission came
 out in favor of Ville-research henceforth was
 directed increasingly to a subject that rapidly
 proved more fruitful, that is, the role of nitrates
 in the soil.

 The Paris correspondent of the American Jour-
 nal of Science remained among Boussingault's
 critics139:

 This subject is always under discussion. M. Bous-
 singault persists in denying more strongly than ever,
 that plants can assimilate nitrogen directly from the
 atmosphere. His experiments have always been
 made on limited portions of air, while M. Ville, on
 his side, has constantly operated in the free air and
 perseveringly sustains the fixation of nitrogen.

 The correspondent did not review Boussingault's
 experiments with the renewable atmosphere; nor
 did Ville again dilate before the Academie on
 Boussingault's technical deficiencies, but rather
 also turned his attention to nitrates.

 In a series of experiments in 1857, 1858, and
 1861, Lawes, Gilbert, and Evan Pugh (1828-
 1864) examined the problem for themselves to
 no avail; they even tried with the apparatus Ville
 sent over from Paris. Just as British research
 had already verified Boussingault's findings of
 only traces of ammonia in the atmosphere, their
 experiments also verified his conclusion of 1854
 with respect to gaseous nitrogen. Theirs was a
 plaintive admission140:

 139 Nickles, 1855.
 140 All these experiments on nitrogen fixation touched

 on the problem of photosynthesis, including the source
 of oxygen produced by plants. The opinion was widely
 held during the nineteenth century that oxygen comes
 from splitting carbon dioxide. Boussingault significantly

 463
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 If it be established that the processes of vegetation do
 not bring free Nitrogen into combination, it still
 remains not very obvious to what actions a large
 proportion of the existing combined Nitrogen may
 be attributed.

 These experiments marked the end of attempts to
 achieve fixation by using calcined soil and puri-
 fied air. At no time did Boussingault or the
 British workers note the connection between

 their calcined soil and their negative results, nor
 did they note the presence of nodules on legume
 roots. For the next twenty-five years, the atmo-
 sphere was not considered as a substantial source
 of plant nitrogen, and research was directed in-
 stead toward explaining chemical processes in the
 soil as the most reasonable source.

 THE SECOND PERIOD OF BOUSSINGAULT'S
 CAREER: THE SOIL AS A CHEMICALLY

 DYNAMIC SYSTEM, 1855-1876

 THE EFFICACY OF NITRATES

 Although the beneficial effects of nitrates had
 been known for over a decade, the various ques-
 tions associated with their mode of action had
 not been examined experimentally. During that
 period, ammonium salts, often sulfates or phos-
 phates, were more generally used, chiefly because
 of their lower price. Boussingault's research on
 nitrates as a source of plant nitrogen naturally led
 him to inquire how they are formed in the soil.141

 Are nitrates and ammonium salts interchange-
 able in the soil, and which is the more efficacious;
 is one or the other actually the form in which
 nitrogen is absorbed by plants ? Furthermore, did
 nitrates act essentially like alkali salts because of
 their sodium or potassium content, or like am-
 moniacal salts? If the former, as Liebig had
 urged, then perhaps they should be considered as
 mineral fertilizers, with a primary emphasis on

 challenged this view. As early as 1838 he found evidence
 that oxygen comes from splitting water, Boussingault,
 1838c (CR 7): p. 1153. But this view apparently went
 unnoticed. Liebig also said that at least part of the
 oxygen comes from water, 1st ed., 1840: pp. 68, 69.

 Lawes, Gilbert, and Pugh, 1861: p. 541. Pugh played
 a prominent role in initiating and carrying out the
 Rothamsted experiments summarized in this memoir.
 He went to Europe from America in 1856, obtained the
 Ph.D. degree at the University of G6ttingen in 1859, and
 returned to become first president of Pennsylvania State
 University. See Riley, 1960. (Courtesy, Mrs. Margaret
 T. Riley, Pennsylvania State University Library, Uni-
 versity Park, Pa). See also Browne, 1930; Wilson,
 1957; 1958.

 141 Boussingault, 1855 (CR 41, Read November 19,
 1855); 1856.

 their mineral components, and with less emphasis
 on the nitrogen. But if the latter, then perhaps,
 as some workers had suggested, the nitrogen of
 nitrates, before being absorbed, is first trans-
 formed in the soil into assimilable ammonium

 compounds. The impasse in Paris over the fixa-
 tion of gaseous nitrogen now made these questions
 appear more relevant. Beginning with Bous-
 singault in 1855, various workers attempted to
 settle these questions with the view of determining
 how plants get their nitrogen. These essentially
 chemical attempts continued unil the late 1870's,
 when the modern biochemical interpretation began
 to emerge.142

 Boussingault's Helianthus Experiments, 1855
 Kuhlmann thought that nitrates were formed

 by the oxidation of ammonia in the soil. As a
 corollary to this view, he also maintained that the
 utility of nitrates was due to their deoxidation
 into ammonium compounds in the soil. Noting
 the constant association of organic materials with
 nitrification, although, to be sure, missing the im-
 portance of microorganisms, he went on to assert
 that putrid fermentation was a necessary condition
 for this nitrification.143 In the spring and summer

 of 1855, Boussingault examined this hypothesis

 142 Liebig admitted that nitrates apparently have a
 beneficial effect on plants, but he was unwilling to agree
 that this effect was due to the nitrogen of the nitrates
 per se. He argued that it was due to the mineral part
 of the nitrates. However, he seemed to allow for (a)
 decomposition of nitrates within certain plants, but not
 all, with a subsequent recombination of nitrogen so
 released, and (b) absorption of a small amount of nitric
 acid from the atmosphere, derived from the oxidation
 of atmospheric ammonia. 3rd ed., 1843; 4th ed., 1847:
 "Is nitric acid food for plants?"

 143 Kuhlmann, 1846; 1847. Kuhlmann was attempting
 to explain the phenomena of nitrification in the soil
 by purely chemical means. Noting the importance of
 alkalinity and solubility, the presence of ammonium
 carbonates in the soil, the action of sulfuric acid on
 saltpeter, and the role of porosity as a catalytic milieu,
 he suggested that ammonium salts might be formed in
 the soil by a deoxidation of nitric acid, in a reaction
 similar to the following (1847: p. 228):

 9ClH + 8Zn + NO5CuO = 8ClZn + ClH,
 NH3+ Cu + 6HO.

 He did not use the term "reduction." He also recognized
 the importance of nitrification in the superficial layers of
 the soil as a kind of inverse reaction that is primarily
 oxidative, and he suggested the following scheme (1847:
 p. 233):
 8MnO2 + S03NH3HO.+ 7SO3HO = 8SOsMnO +

 NOsHO + 10HO.
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 by investigating the influence of potassium on
 Helianthus argophyllus, or the sunflower. He
 wished first to test whether putrescible organic
 material in the soil was absolutely indispensable
 for the absorption of the nitrogen of nitrates, and
 second, to determine whether there was a prior
 transformation into ammonium compounds.

 The first part of this hypothesis was easy to
 test, which he did, by using an artificial soil free
 of all organic materials. In his first experiment,
 he reported to the Academie that his sunflowers
 flourished in a soil composed of calcined sand
 and ash, when watered with a solution containing
 1.11 grams of potassium nitrate. He showed that
 all the nitrogen could be accounted for by the
 nitrate, as recorded in table 5.144 These are
 Boussingault's first data in 1855 from his experi-
 ments with Helianthus, abstracted from his text,
 showing here that all the nitrogen in the plant
 and soil could be accounted for by the potassium
 nitrate. The quantity of nitrogen introduced with
 the potassium nitrate, compared with that found
 in the plant and soil at the conclusion of the ex-
 periment, are shown. He reasoned that, since
 the two figures in the right column are so close
 (0.1578 and 0.1555), then all the nitrogen in the
 plant, in excess of that originally in the seed,
 must have come from the nitrate. The nitrogen
 was determined by combustion with copper oxide
 (Dumas technique, or "cuivre").

 But to test the second part of this hypothesis,
 involving the chemical transformation in the soil

 of nitrate into ammonia prior to its absorption by
 the plant, he had to draw valid conclusions from
 the observed changes in concentration of both
 potassium and nitrogen as they passed from the
 soil into the plant. Although Boussingault could
 not then test for the nitrate "ion," the contem-
 porary ideas of "equivalents" allowed him to deter-
 mine the relative proportions of nitrogen and
 potassium both in the soil and in his experimental
 plants. At the time he began his nitrate work,
 there was still confusion about the number of

 atoms that would combine to make a compound.
 But chemical equivalents were directly measurable,
 and this concept Boussingault readily used to
 good advantage, as did many chemists of his
 day.145 Dictionaries and texts gave the composi-

 144 Boussingault, 1855 (CR 41) : p. 850; 1855 (Annales
 des Sciences . . .): p. 38; 1856 (ADC 46): p. 24.

 145 Mason, 1062: ch. 26; Leicester. 1956: ch. 16.

 TABLE 5

 How A PLANT ABSORBS NITROGEN
 (Boussingault, 1855 (CR): p. 850; 1855 (Annales des

 Sciences...): p. 38; 1856 (ADC): p. 24.)

 Nitrogen in: Grams of nitrogen:

 Dried plant (6.685 g.) 0.11261
 Soil (242.8 g.) 0.0452J 0.1578 g
 1.11 g. potassium nitrate 0.15361
 Seeds (0.602 g.) 0.0019J 0.1555 g

 tion of potassium nitrate as KO,AzO5.146 Bous-
 singault reasoned that by determining the ratio
 of alkali to nitrogen in his test plants, and com-
 paring this figure with the known value for niter,
 he would be able to draw a conclusion with respect
 to its possible prior transformation in the soil.

 The data recorded in table 5 show that the
 action of potassium nitrate was manifest in the
 absence of decomposing organic material. But
 did the nitrogen enter as a nitrate or as ammonia?
 The answer to this question depended on the
 ratio of potassium to nitrogen in the soil. If the
 0.1126 gram of nitrogen was absorbed in the
 form of a nitrate, then the plant would have
 absorbed it in 0.8026 gram of the potassium ni-
 trate (it actually should be 0.814 gram), he con-
 cluded. Since each equivalent of nitrate carried
 an equivalent of potassium, then 0.1126 gram of
 nitrogen, Boussingault reasoned, would mean
 that the sunflower had absorbed 0.3741 gram of
 potassium (it actually should be 0.3140 gram).
 By ash analysis of the plant, he found 0.419 gram
 of alkali; this excess he attributed to the original
 ash component added at the beginning of the ex-
 periment. An absorption of 0.8026 gram of ni-
 trate would mean there should be 0.307 gram left
 in the soil; he found 0.34 gram. Boussingault
 considered these figures close enough to warrant
 the conclusion that potassium nitrate was ab-
 sorbed as such by each equivalent of potassium,
 at least in this experiment, without prior trans-
 formation in the soil. Transformation into an
 ammonium salt prior to absorption would have
 resulted presumably in different analytical results,
 owing to the escape of volatile ammonia. His
 control plant languished in the absence of potas-
 sium nitrate; a slight increase in nitrogen he
 attributed to a visible cryptogamic contamination.

 146 Pelouze, 1865-1866: 1: p. 40, the equivalent for
 nitrogen given as 175.06; 1: p. 296, formula; 2: p. 191,
 azotate de potasse. Gmelin, 1848-1872: 3: p. 69, formula
 of saltpeter, KO,NO5.
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 ACQUIS PAR LEb PL.A.TESJ
 Potas ACIDsCAo.sOsIQCE en
 de la MAT. VtCcTALE decompose par 86 jours de vigetanion.

 recolte sihe, elaboree. les plantes
 lngraineetanti. en 24 heures. - n

 Carbone. Azote.

 Exper. A.-Le sol n'ayant ent. cub
 rien recu ............ 3,6 o,285 2,45 o,14 o,oo23

 Exper. B. - Le sol ayant
 recu: phosphate, cendre,

 nitrate de potasse...... 198,3 21, 11 182,00 8,444 o, 6661
 Exper. C. - Le sol ayant

 recu: phosphate, cendre,
 bicarbonate de potasse.. 46 0,391 3,42 o,i6 0 027 !

 FIG. 17. Interaction of nitrates and minerals

 (Boussingault, 1857b (CR): p. 947).

 Nitrogen and Minerals in Plant Nutrition

 From the beginning of his career, Boussingault
 was aware that nitrogen was far from the only
 useful element in plant nutrition. As early as
 1841 he was "certain that many calcium and min-
 eral salts are indispensable for the development
 of plants." 147 His work on nitrates in the late
 1850's was an experimental confirmation of his
 earlier views. Having demonstrated qualitatively
 in 1855 with Helianthus the pronounced growth
 that results with a regimen of potassium nitrate,
 Boussingault in 1857 then went on to demonstrate
 the quantitative effects produced in this plant by
 both mineral and nitrogen components of fertilizer
 on the elaboration of organic materials.148 149 He
 showed a correlation between the weight of nitro-
 gen absorbed and the volume of carbonic acid
 both with and without phosphate as an auxiliary;
 he sought to distinguish further between the
 physiological effects of the nitrogen and potassium
 components of saltpeter; and he demonstrated that
 the mineral and assimilable nitrogen of fertilizer
 act most favorably only when they are associated
 together in the soil.

 Having shown that ordinary, barnyard fertilizer
 is not absolutely necessary as a source of nitrogen,
 but that it could be supplied artificially in the
 form of a nitrate, Boussingault was now in a
 position to determine the quantitative effects pro-
 duced in test plants by varying the ingredients of
 an artificial fertilizer composed of potassium ni-
 trate, calcium phosphate, and the ash of plants.
 In his earlier work, Boussingault had often ob-
 served that a seed experiences only a modest

 147 Boussingault et Payen, 1841 (ADC 3): p. 69.
 148 Boussingault, 1857b; 1857d (published June 5th,

 1857); 1857e.
 149 Boussingault, 1857c; 1857e (CR 45, read November

 31, 1857).

 growth when planted in a sterile soil provided
 only with plant ash. It was as though the nitro-
 gen of the seed were a limiting factor on its
 growth. He now attempted to differentiate quan-
 titatively between the potassium, calcium, phos-
 phorus, and the nitrogen as they affected the
 assimilation of carbon dioxide and the elaboration
 of organic material by a growing Helianthus plant
 (see figs. 17, 18). Boussingault's data in 1857
 (fig. 17) showed the quantitative effects of phos-
 phates and nitrates, separately and together, on
 the production of organic material by plants. In
 "B," he calculated that the 8,444 grams of carbon
 came from 30,961 grams of carbon dioxide, or
 15,637 liters. In "C," he added potassium bi-
 carbonate to maintain alkalinity. Thus he demon-
 strated that the action of nitrates and phosphates
 acting together is much more pronounced than
 when each acts alone. Although Boussingault
 did not say so, the basic weakness of Liebig's
 mineral theory was also emphasized. He merely
 observed'50:

 These last results prove that, in order to contribute
 actively to plant productions, the basic calcium phos-
 phates, the alkaline salts, ought to be associated with
 a substance that can furnish nitrogen.

 Boussingault was not the first to perform plant
 nutrition experiments. But he was very success-
 ful in being able to work out proper concentrations
 of solutes. Figure 18 shows his plant specimens
 whose analyses are summarized in figure 17.
 Plant "B" received 1.4 grams of potassium nitrate,
 carrying, according to his calculations, 0.197 gram
 nitrogen (it should be 0.194 gram), and 0.652
 gram potassium (it should be 0.54 gram). Figure
 17 also brings out very clearly the importance of
 nitrogenous materials. In "'C" when phosphates
 and alkali salts were added to the soil in the

 absence of a nitrogenous source, they scarcely
 evoked more plant vegetation than when the soil
 was provided with no saline substance, as in "A."
 On the other hand, when nitrates were added,
 they all acted together energetically. Boussingault
 concluded151:

 It is, I believe, permissible to conclude from these
 facts that the growth of a plant is subordinate to a
 previous absorption of an assimilable nitrogenous
 substance, whose effects it is perhaps not impossible
 to measure.

 These effects he then tried to measure by vary-
 ing the concentration of nitrates added to the

 150 Boussingault, 1857e (CR 44): p. 948.
 151 Ibid., p. 950.
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 test plants, and then measuring the final weights
 and sizes of the plants so treated, as shown in
 table 6. These are Boussingault's data, abstracted
 from his text, showing the effects of varying the
 concentration of nitrate added to four test plants,
 during a test run of fifty days, on morphology

 dissolution de car-
 bonate de potasse t.
 Venaientapr'esdeux
 tubes pleins de
 pierre ponce alca-
 line; puis enfin
 deux autres tubes
 contenant de la
 craie humecte
 avec la dissolution

 de carbonate de 1 Il1
 potasse. L'appareil
 etait a 1'abri de la
 pluie, dans une
 boite ou l'on avail
 pratique une prise
 d'air a 0m.8 au-
 dessus du gazon,
 pres d'une vigne.
 L'aspirateur a

 fonctionne presque
 sans. interruption,
 jour et nuit, depuis
 le 7 juillet jusqu'au i ,
 7 octobre 1856.
 Les matieres enfer-

 mees dans les tubes i
 ont ete entretenues
 dans un etat con-
 stant d'humiditte.
 L'experience termi-
 nee, on a constate
 une quantit6 tres-
 appreciablc de ni-
 trate dans le pre-
 miertube; il y avait
 encore une trace
 de ce sel dans leI
 second tube, et pas
 du tout dans les i
 tubes suivants; dl'
 moins on ne par- i
 vint pas a en inani- M ,
 fester la reaction,
 bien que, d'un c6te,

 la teinture d'indi- O
 go, et de l'autre la
 lame d'or. fussent
 capables d'accuser
 surement 1/20 de
 milligrammes d'a-
 cide nitrique.

 L'air aspire par-
 venait directement
 dans lae prem ier Fig. 113. - 6ldianthus venus dans un sol sterile auqu
 dans le premier ajoutes du phosphate de chaux, des cendres et du
 tube, ofui taient des (Reduction au cinquieme.)
 fragments dp. hri-

 and the production of organic material. Thus
 three milligrams of nitrogen in test plant two al-
 most doubled the production of organic material
 (from 0.397 to 0.720). Each seed weighed about
 0.110 gram, and contained 0.0033 gram of nitro-
 gen. The influence of assimilable nitrogen was

 cr <

 f /

 Fig. 111. - hlelianthus eenus dans un sol sterile.
 (Reduction au cinquieme.)

 . ?
 A A
 . 6

 Fig. l12. - Illianthus venus dans un sol stirile
 auquel etaient ajoutes du phosphate de chaux, des
 ceudres et du bicarbonate de potasse. (Reduction
 au cinquieme.) el dtaient

 salpetre.

 FIG. 18. A plant nutrition experiment (Boussingault, 1857d: pp. 476, 477).
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 TABLE 6

 EFFECTS OF NITRATE CONCENTRATION

 (Boussingault, 1857e (CR 44): pp. 951, 952)

 Test plants, Helianthus

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

 Nitrate added, g. None 0.02 0.04 0.16
 Nitrogen in nitrate, g. None 0.0033 0.0066 0.0264
 Height, cm. 9 11.2 11.5 21.5
 Organic material in dried 0.397 0.720 1.130 3.280

 plant, g.
 Nitrogen in plant, g. 0.0062 0.0097 0.0251
 Ratio weight of plant to
 seed (1) 4.6 7.6 11.3 30.8

 manifest. For example, the addition of three
 milligrams of nitrogen in test plant two resulted
 in almost doubling the amount of carbon that was
 fixed. In a striking way, Boussingault showed
 how assimilable nitrogen not only contributed to
 the growth 6f a plant, as indicated by the height
 figures, but also contributed to the production of
 organic material. Boussingault then modified
 these experiments in order to measure the organic
 material acquired and the carbon dioxide decom-
 posed (assimilated) at successive stages of the
 growth of Helianthus at 21, 33, and 72 days, by
 varying the concentrations and combinations of
 nitrates and phosphates, and making appropriate
 analyses at these intervals.152

 Nitrification

 While conducting these experiments with Heli-
 anthus in 1857 and 1858, Boussingault seems to
 have given up his idea, long held, that the atmo-
 sphere might be a major source of assimilable
 nitrogen in the form of ammonia or organic par-
 ticles in dispersion. He wrote'53:

 . . . the assimilable nitrogenous material that the
 atmosphere contains intervenes in too small a pro-
 portion to determine, in the absence of a nitrogenous
 fertilizer, an abundant and rapid vegetal produc-
 tion . ...

 He had been impressed by the larger amounts of
 residual nitrates than of ammoniacal salts that
 could be detected in widely separated soil and
 water sources, and by the observation that they
 were readily washed out by rain water. These
 concentrations ranged from 13 to over 300 grams
 of potassium nitrate per cubic meter of ordinary

 152 Boussingault, 1857e (CR 45).
 153 Boussingault, 1857e (CR 44).

 garden soil, for example, and 200-2,000 grams
 for the same volume of water in rivers and

 streams. These studies obliged him to conclude
 that running water in soil "acts much more by
 the saltpeter than by the ammonia they con-
 tain." 154 But the question remained, where did
 the nitrates come from? It seemed certain that
 both organic material and alkaline or "terreous"
 materials, with direct access of air, were required
 for their production, and he began at this time
 to devise laboratory techniques for inducing ex-
 perimental production of nitrates.

 These classical investigations were undoubtedly
 among the most important of Boussingault's
 career. They mark a turning point from his pre-
 occupation with the problem of fixation of nitrogen
 from the air to his first interest in nitrates and

 their production in the soil. This work demon-
 strated (a) not only that the nitrogenous material
 in the soil acts most efficaciously in the form of
 soluble nitrates, and (b) that they do so by inter-
 acting with mineral salts, but also (c) it is possible
 to supply all the necessary nutritional require-
 ments for plants with artificial nutrients.

 BOUSSINGAULT S EXPERIMENTS ON NITRIFICATION

 Boussingault's experiments during the middle
 years of the nineteenth century led him directly
 to a view of the soil as the site of many complex
 chemical reactions. His last papers include in-
 genious studies of nitrification in which he almost
 achieved a complete chemical explanation of the
 process without bacterial action. Since his at-
 tempts from 1837 to 1854 to find the source of
 plant nitrogen had to do with balancing the
 organic materials that pass through plants, there
 was little need during that time to consider any
 changes that might occur in the soil, which was
 viewed, by default, as a somewhat passive vehicle
 for either artificial or natural fertilizers. But as

 these experiments ran their course, and with the
 apparent failure fully to account for plant nitrogen
 by the procedures employed, particularly with the
 often conflicting and altogether unsatisfactory
 views concerning the fixation of gaseous nitrogen
 resulting from these experiments, he became in-
 creasingly aware of the chemical events occurring
 in the soil whereby nitrogen is rendered assimilable
 by plants, either as ammonia or nitrates. His
 Helianthus experiments underscored the impor-
 tance of finding out the source of these nitrates.

 154 Boussingault, 1857a (CR 44): p. 117, (Journal ....
 p. 109; (Annales des Sciences . . .: p. 33).
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 Were nitrates derived directly from oxidation
 of organic material in the soil, or did they result
 as a by-product from the transformation of am-
 monia, itself also a product of putrefaction, as
 Liebig had affirmed in 1840? On the other hand,
 might nitrates accumulate by fixation of gaseous
 nitrogen in the soil? What was the role of
 oxygen and carbonates in all these events? And
 what about those troublesome microorganisms
 that often turned up in an experiment, and could
 be observed in soil samples with the aid of a micro-
 scope? So in 1858 Boussingault turned to the
 chemistry of fertile soil, and the origin of nitrates
 therein."1'

 His terre vegetal, or "fertile soil," was far
 from the conception described in the eighteenth
 century by Jethro Tull in England and by Jean
 Antoine comte Chaptal de Chanteloup (1756-
 1832) in France. Tull, who had missed the im-
 portance of niter, had argued that one needed only
 to cultivate the soil into minute pieces to improve
 plant nutrition, explaining that "the true increase
 of a plant is the addition of more earth." 156
 Tull's finely divided particles of homogenous
 earth became for Boussingault an intimate ag-
 gregation of nitrogenous materials and minerals
 interacting physically and chemically as a milieu
 for the growth of plants. And Boussingault was
 far from Chaptal, the influential French chemist,
 whose Elements of Chemistry as late as 1807 had
 described the soil largely in Aristotelian and
 Helmontian terms as a "placenta" through which
 a plant absorbs water according to its wants.
 "The purer the water, the more salutary it is to
 plants," he allowed.157 In place of characterizing
 calcareous and argilaceous soils as hot and dry, or
 moist and cold, as Chaptal had done in Aristotelian
 fashion, Boussingault saw soil fertility in terms
 of modified organic debris as the source of assimil-
 able nitrogen, all the while interspersed with
 needed carbonates, potash, and the salts of diverse
 bases. Boussingault thus reflected rather the view
 of Louis Lemery, who in 1717 had perceived the
 soil as a "natural laboratory" in which the same

 155 Boussingault, 1886-1891: 1: pp. 249-287, 287-314,
 Experiences faites en 1858, 1859; 1859 (Annales des
 Sciences . . .; CR 48; Journal . . .). Liebig, 1st ed.,
 1840: pp. 72, 73, 276-281.

 1'56 Tull, 1829: p. 52.
 157Chaptal, 1807: 2: pp. 212-214. P. 211. Jean

 Baptiste van Helmont (1580-1644) argued that plant
 growth was due mostly to the absorption, assimilation,
 and transformation of water, which was for him a primal
 element, and of which "earth" was composed.

 JOURNAL

 D'AGRICULTURE PRATIQUE
 fONDI EN 1837 PAR LE D' BIX10

 PUBLIE SOUS LA DIRECTION DE M. J.-A. BARRAL,
 Metbre de In Soetei eecntrale d'Agrteolturt.

 Prolesur de C?hlmie, sie t1etle et ademae rtpUteur de I'eole PolyleebitqUe,
 Me.,bre de Is Soclte Phdilomtlque, di, Conwel d'admin,trotUon de Ia Socltlt i'Eaeourte enmat poor e I'1d4uxtril *tion.lf.

 de, .qro4 'A&rtfeultlre de f"en, Cl,rmont, Flirenfe, I.llte, Lgembourfr, MPat,w. Meflt, Mitllh, N?w-YTor, betn, TorIn,
 %Ilnne ( lt:rle1w), Cie.

 SECONDE PARTIE DE LA MAISON RUSTIQUE DU W9 SItCLE

 QUATRIAME SERIE -TOME VII

 JANVIES A Jt'IN 1857

 PARIS,

 LIB,AIRIE AGRICOLE DE LA MAISON RUS'I'IQUE, RUE JACOB, N' 26.
 1857.

 FIG. 19. Science in the service of agriculture. Bous-
 singault often contributed important papers to this
 journal. Increased population pressure in nineteenth-
 century France rendered increased food production
 an urgent need. Boussingault and many others
 viewed chemistry as a hopeful answer. The en-
 graver, reflecting this hope on the title page, even
 included a balloon among the numerous inventions
 that might benefit agriculture.

 materials found in both animals and plants take
 different forms.158 Lemery's sel armoniac nitreux
 had become in Boussingault's writings the nitrog-
 enous materials undergoing metamorphosis in the
 soil to become assimilable nitrates, the niter of
 history, by which plants obtain a large portion
 of their nitrogen. Studying the chemical changes
 involved in this metamorphosis led eventually to
 the discovery of the role of microorganisms in
 the nitrogen cycle.

 158Lemery, 1717: p. 139.
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 DANS UN HECTARE:

 TElRIES.
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 FIG. 20. A soil analysis by Boussingault. This is an
 illustration of the many analyses of soil nitrogen
 Boussingault made in 1857 of samples sent him from
 widely separated localities (Boussingault, 1886-1891:
 2: p. 19).

 Boussingault's First Work on Nitrification,
 1857-1860

 Nitrogen Fixation by Soil

 Boussingault had declared as early as 1841 that
 the absolute amount of nitrogen in soil is not
 necessarily per se a measure of its fertility.159
 In the second edition of his Economie Rurale in
 1851 he pointed out that'60:

 The terre vegetale itself contains most often nitrog-
 enous principles not having the properties of ferti-
 lizer. Also the quantity of nitrogen in an arable soil
 does not always give the amount of material useful
 to vegetation.

 In his extensive soil analyses, beginning in 1857,
 he put forward quantitative distinctions between
 total nitrogen and that smaller fraction actually

 159 Boussingault et Payen, 1841 (ADC 3): pp. 68, 69.
 160 Boussingault, 1851: 1: p. 724. It is not possible to

 give a precise translation of the terms "terre vegetale,"
 "terreau vegetale," and "terreaux," which Boussingault
 often used. In general, he used them as did Saussure in
 his Recherches Chimiques (1804). That is, the terre
 vegetale was ordinary garden soil undergoing decomposi-
 tion. The terreau vegetale carried an emphasis on the
 "mold" or "humus," which presumably meant the decay
 had gone closer to completion. By terreaux, or earthy,
 he probably had in mind calcium, magnesium, silica,
 aluminum, and barium, or the effects of such elements.
 Of course, the content of meaning expressed by these
 terms changed in the nineteenth century from Saussure
 to the later works of Boussingault, to the culmination of
 the microbial studies, as new understanding grew of the
 chemical changes in the soil.

 available to plants, as shown in figure 20.161 He
 took care to distinguish between total nitrogen
 as such, and that part of it actually available to
 plants as assimilable ammoniacal salts and nitrates.
 The second column of figure 20 shows how much
 ammonia there would be if all the nitrogen were
 in that form, which it was not, and the third
 column shows the actual quantity of ammonia
 present. Note that some samples came from
 South America.

 Perhaps this substantial deposit of residual ni-
 trogen, naturally occurring in the soil, could solve
 at last the vexing problem of the source of plant
 nitrogen, and thereby explain also the puzzling
 observation of the accumulation of nitrogen in
 legumes in excess of that supplied artificially by
 fertilizers, provided this deposit could be viewed
 as gradually changing into assimilable form. If
 so, then Liebig was right in maintaining that
 nitrogenous fertilizers were unnecessary.

 When Boussingault began to explore this pos-
 sibility-that plants might satisfy all their nitrogen
 needs entirely from soil sources-he quickly found
 that his test plants grew to maturity in non-
 fertilized, non-calcined, ordinary garden soil; yet
 they scarcely tapped the total amount of nitrogen
 actually present, most of which, of course, was
 bound in insoluble form. But most striking to
 him was the rapid accumulation of nitrates, when
 in 1857 he measured the very rapid nitrification
 occurring in ordinary garden soil (fig. 21). He
 took up this question in connection with his ex-
 tensive determinations of nitrate concentrations
 in widely separated places (fig. 20). In the

 161 Boussingault, 1886-1891: 2: pp. 1-21, "Du terreau
 et de la terre vegetale." Apparently Liebig did not see
 the distinction between bound and available nitrogen in
 the soil, as did Boussingault. In 1845 Charles Daubeny
 (1794-1897), who supported Liebig in England, was the
 first to distinguish between "dormant," "available," and
 "unavailable" nitrogen, according to Russell, 1966: p. 88.

 Voici les resultats de ces dosages: le litre de terre
 seche et tass6e pesait ilk,3oo.

 Nitrale,. esprimnes cii nitrate
 di potasse, doses dans la terre skebe.
 Dans 5o0 grammes. Par matre cube.

 5 aoutt 1857.................... o,oo48 1 2,5
 i7 aoAt . ............. ....... o,o314 81,6
 2 septembre.................... o, 0898 233,5
 17 septembre .................... o, 1078 280,3
 2. octobre ...................... o, o33 268,6

 l)Di 5 aofit an i 7 septeinbre, en qtiaraitle-trois jours,

 FIG. 21. Nitrification in soil (Boussingault,
 1886-1891: 2: p. 9).
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 measurements shown in figure 21, he used ten
 kilograms of moist soil, from which he prepared
 a 500-gram sample, dried and compressed, for
 analysis on each of the dates specified. These
 nitrate quantities are actually dispersed in a much
 larger volume in the field, he pointed out, since
 they are carried in the water. For instance, he
 calculated that 100 parts of soil absorbed 42 parts
 of water, or 546 kilograms of water per cubic
 meter of soil, that each liter of soil water would
 contain the equivalent of 0.512 gram of potassium
 nitrate, and that the weight of his soil per cubic
 meter was about 1,400 kilograms.

 Furthermore, the total amount of nitrogen, he
 was somewhat surprised to find, instead of dimin-
 ishing in concentration, with this corresponding
 increase of nitrate, actually increased in amount.
 This nitrate production and excess accumulation
 of nitrogen could only be explained, therefore, by
 some process involving the free nitrogen of the
 air, in addition to ordinary decay processes. He
 therefore considered these results to be strong
 presumptive evidence, as indeed they were, that
 soil absorbs nitrogen from the atmosphere, and
 that part of this nitrogen is ceded to the develop-
 ing plant. Table 7 shows some of his data of
 1859 in which he recorded the increase in both
 plant and soil nitrogen. He reported these results
 to demonstrate in what form available nitrogen is
 accumulated. The most remarkable of the three
 tests is the second, in which he discovered that
 fallow soil, though lacking any vegetation, yet
 showed a definite increase in total nitrogen.162
 Each test represented a 130-gram soil sample.
 The corn was grown without organic material,
 but in an artificial soil of calcined sand and min-

 erals; as expected, this sample suffered a net loss
 of nitrogen.

 Boussingault demonstrated that (a) most of the
 soil nitrogen does not have an immediate effect
 on plant nutrition, and that (b) the assimilable
 fraction, occurring as ammoniacal salts and ni-
 trates in the soil, not only accumulates in time,
 but accumulates beyond the residual sources.
 "It is the soil and not the plant that fixes the
 nitrogen," he declared.'63 The fallow accumula-

 162 The "fallow" procedure was known in Old Testa-
 ment times: Leviticus 45: 4, 5.

 108 Boussingault, 1886-1891: 1: p. 266. He first in-
 cluded this important quotation (missing in his 1859
 publication) in the extended version found in the Agrono-
 mie, Chimie Agricole et Physiologie, beginning in 1860,
 1st ed. The several editions of these volumes also con-

 TABLE 7

 How NITROGEN IS ACCUMULATED IN THE SOIL

 (Boussingault, 1886-1891: 1: pp. 287-314)

 Amounts in grams

 After Before Acquired

 1. Lupin, N 0.0417 0.0200 0.0217
 Soil, N 0.3834 0.3380 0.0454
 Ammonia 0.00567 0.00281 0.00286
 Nitric 0.01172 0.00044 0.01128

 2. Fallow
 Ammonia 0.0074 0.0029 0.0045
 Nitric 0.07123 0.00044 0.0708

 3. Corn, N 0.0027 0.0036 -0.0011

 tion was a particularly strong argument for fixa-
 tion, since there was no vegetation that. would
 remove the nitrogen. These two-year experiments
 led him to propose164:

 . . . the intervention of the nitrogen of the air in
 the production of nitrates. In my opinion, if there is
 not a decisive proof, there is certainly a strong pre-
 sumption for the reality of the phenomenon.

 "Mycoderms" and the Germ Theory, 1859-1861

 Boussingault was then left with the question as
 to how this excess nitrogen was acidified or fixed
 in the soil to form nitrates. Did it occur by
 ozone in the atmosphere to produce nitric acid in
 the rain, or was there a "slow combustion of mold
 distributed in the terre vegetale, by which nitrogen
 might be fixed ? 165 Analyses of rain water and
 his own soil experiments just concluded had
 shown the first option to be unsatisfactory, and
 therefore Boussingault generally viewed the second
 as the more reasonable. Of course, he did not
 at this time distinguish clearly between the two
 biological processes in the soil as they are now
 identified, "nitrification," and "nitrogen fixation."

 There is evidence, however, that as soon as he
 took up the problem of nitrification he came close
 to an explanation involving microorganisms.
 There had been reports of the absorption of am-
 moniacal salts and nitrates from rain water by
 green algae. And cryptogamous contamination
 had been a factor in his own plant fixation experi-
 ments.166 He was therefore disposed to wonder

 tain collections of his complete research reports after
 1854. See Boussingault, 1859.

 164 Ibid., p. 303.
 165 Loc. cit.
 166 Bineau, 1856. Boussingault referred to this study.

 See also fn. 137.
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 at once whether this accumulation of assimilable

 nitrogen might not represent the remains of small
 organisms that had once lived in the soil. It is
 well to examine his remarks in full167:

 . . A more attentive examination has led me to
 see besides that the terre vegetale does not contain
 only dead organic material, but also living organisms,
 whose life, at first suspended by drying, is re-estab-
 lished as soon as they are placed in favorable condi-
 tions of moisture and temperature. This mycodermic
 vegetation, for that is what it is, is not visible to
 the naked eye, and one best follows its progress, often
 very rapid, only with the aid of a microscope ....

 . . . Without doubt these mycodermes have only an
 ephemeral existence, and ultimately, they leave be-
 hind in the soil what they will have taken; their
 detritus will result in giving rise to ammonia and
 nitric acid . ...

 That is, I believe, the reason why, in supposing
 that the nitrogen of the air enters into nitrification,
 one does not find all of it in the nitric acid; what
 is missing has entered temporarily into the constitu-
 tion of living mycodermes or their remains. In a
 word, it happens with terre vegetale suitably moist-
 ened, precisely what M. Bineau has so happily noticed
 with rain water in which the cryptogams which
 appear there have removed the nitrates and ammonia-
 cal salts whose nitrogen they have fixed, adding thus
 to the water what they have lacked of organic
 matter.

 This passage indicates that Boussingault enter-
 tained the view in 1859 that microorganisms might
 have the ability either to absorb nitrates and am-
 moniacal salts being formed in the soil, and so
 reduce, at least temporarily, the amount thus
 rendered available to higher plants, or else to
 absorb nitrogen directly from the atmosphere.
 Sagacious reasoning this was, to be sure, partic-
 ularly that "nitrogen of the air" may enter "tem-
 porarily into the constitution of living mycodermes
 or their remains." But it lacked experimental
 confirmation.

 This Boussingault attempted to provide in
 1860-1861 with an analysis of milk that he had
 exposed to air. He wondered whether airborne
 microorganisms might be involved in nitrogen
 fixation. Reflecting the influence of Louis Pasteur
 (1822-1895), on whose work he commented favor-
 ably, Boussingault thought at first that milk might
 be a fertile milieu for the reception of the "myco-
 dermic seeds of which the air is the vehicle." 168

 167 Boussingault, 1886-1891: 1: pp. 301, 302. Myco-
 derm means mold or fungus. In the context, Boussingault
 meant microorganism. These include, of course, bacteria,
 but he was unaware of their importance, although he
 observed them with his microscope.

 168 Boussingault, 1861 (ADC): p. 364.

 But his analysis, instead of showing an expected
 gain of nitrogen, showed a net loss, which he
 attributed to the escape of ammonia. He was
 unaware that he had encountered ordinary lactic
 acid fermentation; although, of course, this process
 does not directly involve nitrogen, it was probably
 accompanied in his experiment by a decomposi-
 tion of protein which could have accounted for
 his detection of ammonia. This observed loss
 of nitrogen from milk seemed to contradict, at
 least under the conditions of his experiment, his
 suspicion of 1859 that mycoderms in the soil are
 responsible for fixation.

 After his failure with milk, Boussingault did
 not proceed from his clue of soil fixation to further
 experiments with mycoderms, although he recog-
 nized at the time of his milk experiment the advisa-
 bility of doing so. It is perhaps fruitless to specu-
 late on why he did not. Boussingault was not
 a biologist, and he was not predisposed by training
 to see the implications of Pasteur's work on fer-
 mentation by yeasts, then under way in Paris, that
 microorganisms might be involved in other chemi-
 cal processes, perhaps even those in soil.169
 Having given up the mycodermic explanation for
 the excess nitrogen, Boussingault returned to
 chemistry.

 The Explanation of Nitrification, 1860-1876
 Chemical Conditions

 Boussingault then tested whether soil fixes ni-
 trogen from the air by chemical or physical means
 alone, and there was no further suggestion of
 mycoderms. His new project was, for all that,
 the best experimental test to date of Liebig's
 theory of nitrification published twenty years be-
 fore.170 Boussingault's experiment included many
 of the main features incorporated in Liebig's
 theory, such as the role of oxygen, slow combus-
 tion, minerals as a porous milieu, and the effect of
 humidity. This was a typical pre-paradigm
 period, in the 1860's, concerning plant nitrogen.
 That is, the experiments on fixation by plants had
 gone as far as possible; the puzzling excess ac-
 cumulation of nitrogen by legumes was well
 known though yet unexplained; nitrification was
 also well known; Boussingault had come close
 to a microbial view of both fixation and nitrifica-
 tion as early as 1859, but he lacked the conceptual
 framework that might have assured success.

 169 Pasteur, 1860; 1861; 1862.
 170 Boussingault, 1873. Liebig, 1st ed., 1840: pp. 72, 73,

 276-281.
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 Nevertheless, by 1876 he had worked out all the
 major chemical features of nitrification; these
 were to be clarified with the bacterial research

 that began the next year.
 In 1860 he set up three bell jars, under which

 he sealed weighed samples of soil, whose nitrogen,
 carbon, and nitric acid content he determined in
 advance, into a non-renewable atmosphere, and
 let them stand for eleven years. Data from this
 long experiment on soil nitrification, abstracted
 from his text, are shown in table 8.171 He was
 attempting to determine whether gaseous nitrogen
 is fixed during the process, and to study the roles
 of carbon and oxygen. In the first two tests,
 note that ample air was provided in the 100-liter
 jar, but in the third the volume was much reduced
 to restrict access of air. Cellulose was added in
 test two to see whether carbon combustion would

 increase nitrification, as alleged by some workers;
 test three had no sand. He analyzed ten and
 twenty-gram samples to reduce the error due
 to variations in homogeneity of the soil mixtures.
 He determined the total nitrogen, containing both
 ammonia and nitric acid, in these samples by the
 copper oxide method (Dumas). After deter-
 mining the quantity of nitric acid (by the action
 of the unknown nitrate on known indigo in the
 presence of hot sulfuric acid), he calculated how
 much nitrogen was present in this nitric acid,
 using a factor of 0.26. Although in each case
 there was a net loss of total nitrogen, the nitrates
 actually increased, which he attributed to trans-
 formations in the humus. Note the considerable
 amount of nitrification in the first test, less in
 the presence of cotton, and least with a restricted
 supply of air in the third. Sand was added to
 the first two tests to facilitate air circulation.

 Boussingault concluded that since the total
 nitrogen had not increased, but, on the contrary,
 there was a slight loss in each case, "nitrogen gas
 does not appear to contribute to the formation of
 nitric acid." 172 The use of cellulose in the second
 test is of particular interest, since he expected that
 its slow combustion would be associated with a
 marked increase of soil nitrates, according to the
 prevailing theory. The opposite, in fact, had
 occurred. His data indicated that slow oxida-

 tion of carbon. suggested by Liebig in 1840, had
 nothing to do with nitrification, but that it actually

 171 The Franco-German War of 1870-1871 probably
 was a factor in Boussingault's affairs, since Bechelbronn
 lay in the path of Bismarck's troops.

 172 Boussingault, 1873 (ADC 39): p. 206.

 TABLE 8

 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF NITRIFICATION, I
 (Boussingault, 1873 (ADC): pp. 199-203)

 August, August, Net, g.
 1860, g. 1871, g.

 Sample weight 456 440 - 16*
 Total N** 0.4722 0.4520 -0.0202
 Nitric acid 0.0029 0.6178 +0.6149
 N in nitric 0.00075 0.1600 +0.15925
 Carbon 3.663 3.067 -0.596

 First test: 100 g. soil, 300 g. sand, 56 g. water, 100 1. jar.

 Sample weight 461 435 -26*
 Total N** 0.4722 0.4640 -0.0082
 Nitric acid 0.0029 0.5620 +0.5591
 N in nitric 0.00075 0.14570 +0.14495
 Carbon 5.885 3.358 -2.527

 Second test: 100 g. soil, 300 g. sand, 5 g. cellulose, 56 g.
 water, 100 1. jar.

 Sample weight 116 112.5 -3.5*
 Total N** 0.4722 0.4534 -0.0188
 Nitric acid 0.0029 0.3267 +0.3238
 N in nitric 0.00075 0.08461 +0.08386
 Carbon 3.663 3.174 -0.489

 Third test: 100 g. soil, 16 g. water, 7 1. jar.

 * Loss partly due to moisture adhering to glass.
 ** Containing nitrogen of nitric acid and of ammonia.

 hindered the process, as shown in test two, in
 which cellulose was added to hasten the process:173
 Boussingault attributed the low nitrification in
 test three to insufficient oxygen.

 The Role of Minerals

 Boussingault tested the role of minerals in his
 final experiment on the problem of nitrogen, pub-
 lished in 1876, in his seventy-fourth year. He
 designed this experiment to isolate, if possible,
 the influence of limestone and sand, two important
 minerals in arable soil, on the transformation of
 organic materials into nitrates. According to
 Liebig, minerals were supposed to promote nitrifi-
 cation. Boussingault therefore wanted to test this
 alleged effect on a wide variety of nitrogen-bearing
 substances, such as blood, bones, rags, wool, etc.
 He set up three series of tests, in order to measure
 the interaction of sand, limestone, and also ordi-
 nary terre vegetale, when used as filler, with each

 173 Liebig, 1st ed., 1840: p. 277: ". . . when alkalies or
 alkaline bases are present, a union of oxygen with the
 nitrogen takes place under the same circumstances, and
 nitrates are formed together with the other products
 of oxidation"-a purely chemical interpretation of nitri-
 fication.
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 SUBSTANCES AZOTLES.

 Prem,nire serie,

 sable pour excipieent.

 Paille de froiment....

 Tourteau de colza...

 Os en poudre.......
 Os torrefies.........

 Rhpure de corne.....
 Chiffons de laine....

 Chair dessechee.....

 Sang dessech6 .......

 Deutxienc serie,

 craie pour excipient.
 Paille de froment...

 Tourteau de colza...

 Os en poudre .......
 Os torr6fies.........

 Rapure de corne....
 Chiffonis de laine....

 Chair dessech6e.....

 Sang dcss6che .......

 Troisi,eme serie,

 terre 'vegetale pour
 excipient.

 Paille de froment....

 Tourteau de colza...

 Os en poudre .......
 Os torrefies .........
 Rapure de co ne ....
 Chiffons de laine....
 Chair dess6chee.....
 Sang desseche.......

 Terre veg6tale seule..

 AZOTE

 dans 100.

 0,4o
 4,90
 5,00
 8,oo

 14,4o
 i4,oo
 13,?.
 12,20

 o,4o
 4,90
 5,00
 8,00

 14,4o
 14,oo
 13,20
 12,20

 o,4o
 4,90
 5,00
 8,00

 i4,4o
 i4,oo
 13,20
 12,20

 0,21

 AzOs
 dose.

 0,00

 traces

 4,90

 traces

 traces

 traces

 traces

 traces

 traces

 traces

 4,68
 0,00

 traces

 traces

 traces traces

 * traces

 2,00

 10,3o

 5,92
 8,92

 48,42
 22,86

 35,4o
 39,o7
 0, 11

 AzH'
 dos6.

 0,oo00

 0,53
 0,21

 0, I!

 I ,52

 0,70
 0,60
 0,60

 1,95
 traces

 10o5

 2,20

 2,70

 3,00
 3,20

 o,o6
 0o19

 0,09

 0,11

 0,02

 o, i8
 0,42
 o,o8

 traces

 FIG. 22. Chemical analysis of nitrification, II. These
 data are from Boussingault's last experiment on
 nitrification, which ran from 1860 to 1865, but the
 results of which he did not publish until 1876
 (Boussingault, 1876 (ADC): p. 21).

 organic material as shown in figure 22.174 Each
 sample was kept under a bell jar that was open
 to the atmosphere. Again, he found no sub-
 stantial accumulation of soil nitrogen. He was
 therefore led to doubt that nitrogen of the air
 would form nitrogenous compounds as a result
 of soil fixation, as he had surmised in 1859
 (table 7). Note there is marked nitrification only

 1T4 Boussingault, 1876.

 in the presence of the terre vegetale (in the col-
 umn, "AzO5" of fig. 22). This experiment
 demonstrated that minerals as such are not directly
 involved in nitrification, but rather, the process
 required the presence of ordinary soil undergoing
 decay, or the terre vegetale. Boussingault did
 not realize that soil microbes are responsible, al-
 though he was aware of their existence.

 At the end of this experiment he analyzed for
 nitric acid and total ammonia, as at the beginning.
 To his surprise, there was only a negligible trans-
 formation in the case of both minerals and the
 organic materials, but a substantial accumulation
 of nitrates when the terre vegetale was used as
 filler. He had expected the chalk to promote
 nitrification. He wrote in 1876175:

 It is remarkable that, in a very great number of
 experiments done in order to measure nitrification
 capability of nitrogenous substances, I have never
 been able to detect the least production of nitric acid
 in the absence of terre vegetale.

 This discovery was in accord with his pre-
 occupation in the 1870's with the soil as a chemi-
 cally dynamic system, capable of supplying all the
 nutritional needs of plants. His researches had
 led him to conclude that nitrogen gas of the atmo-
 sphere is fixed neither by green plants nor by
 the soil, although he continued to admit that
 plants might obtain a very small amount of their
 nitrogen from a combined form derived from the
 atmosphere, either as nitric acid produced by
 electric discharge, or by ammonia washed down
 in the rain.

 At the close of his career, Boussingault viewed
 the main source of plant nitrogen to be ammoniacal
 salts and nitrates that are formed in the soil.

 He expressed these convictions in 1876 at the age
 of seventy-four in a letter to Dr. Joseph Gilbert,
 from which Gilbert quoted in a lecture that year
 in England on the conflicting and puzzling evi-
 dence relating to the problem of plant nitrogen.176
 This view of the soil as essentially a chemical
 system guided the approach to the problem of
 plant nitrogen in the 1860's and for most of the
 1870's.

 RESOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM, FROM 1877

 Boussingault's researches between 1858 and
 1876 established the main chemical conditions of
 nitrification: the presence of an organic material,
 oxygen gas, and a moderate alkalinity provided by

 175 Boussingault, 1876 (ADC 8): fn. p. 23.
 7T6 Gilbert, 1876: pp. 31, 32.
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 bases in the terre vegetale. These experimental
 observations brought the subject of nitrification
 in 1876 to the eve of the discovery of the last
 important condition; that is, that microorganisms
 are responsible for the process, and that nitrifica-
 tion is therefore biochemical, and not primarily
 chemical, in nature. This fundamental alteration
 was initiated, not by Boussingault, but by Jean-
 Jacques-Theophile Schloesing (1824-1919) and
 Charles-Achille Miintz (1846-1917), when they
 correctly suggested in 1877 that le ferment ni-
 trique, a term then in use for "microorganism,"
 was responsible for nitrification in the soil.177

 Schloesing and Miintz were aware of the con-
 ceptual changes in chemistry since the mid-
 century, particularly those initiated by Pasteur,
 who in the 1860's had argued that "ferments"
 are not primarily chemical agents, but rather
 living organisms which are involved in a whole
 range of life processes, including post-mortem
 oxidations.178 At their later date in the century,
 Schloesing and Miintz were more prepared to
 accept the role of le ferment nitrique, and quickly
 did so. In connection with studies on the purifi-
 cation of sewer water, they accordingly asked
 whether nitrification were indeed only a direct,
 chemical combination of atmospheric oxygen with
 the nitrogenous material, according to the tradi-
 tional theory derived from Liebig, or whether it
 be mediated by this "living ferment," as Pasteur
 had suggested. Figure 23 shows the device they
 used in 1877 to determine whether nitrification is
 better explained by a "living ferment" (in this
 case, bacteria, with specific enzyme systems), or
 by a purely chemical action. They allowed sewer
 water to seep slowly through a column of sand
 or garden soil, in the presence of flowing oxygen,
 and they noted the disappearance of ammonia,
 that the process could be interrupted by chloro-
 form, and that it could be re-activated by adding
 a pinch of terre vegetale. Only le ferment nitrique
 could do such things, they declared. At that
 time, however, they could not isolate the organisms
 involved.

 The Schloesing-Miintz demonstration in 1877
 opened the way for the final resolution of the
 nitrogen cycle that occurred in the decade after
 Boussingault's death in 1887. The problem of
 the sources of plant nitrogen henceforth took on

 177 Schloesing and Miintz, 1877.
 178 Pasteur, 1862: fn. p. 269: "It appears necessary to

 me to take up again, from the point-of-view of these
 new ideas, all that concerns nitrification."

 Fig. 40.

 FIG. 23. First demonstration of microbial nitrification
 (Schloesing, 1888: p. 167).

 a wholly different aspect, the entirely novel but
 fruitful idea that living microorganisms-bacteria,
 algae, and molds-take part in chemical processes
 in the soil. Bacterial discoveries followed in rapid
 succession, in which the isolation and identifica-
 tion of the organisms were themselves prominent
 feats.179 These discoveries amply clarified and
 explained the historic work of "the farmer of
 Bechelbronn." 180 They characterized (a) the
 end of the old, strictly chemical approach to ex-
 plaining the path of plant nitrogen, and (b) the
 development of the view that microorganisms
 maintain chemical equilibria in the soil, the view
 that Boussingault foresaw in 1859.
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 I am grateful to Doctor Frederic L. Holmes,
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 179 This is a separate topic, with dozens of relevant
 papers that following the Schloesing-Miintz discovery of
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 of the most important discoveries during this period was
 an actual detection of the diminution in the amount of
 nitrogen gas circulating through a closed system over
 legumes growing in fertile, noncalcined soil, by Schloe-
 sing (son) and Laurent in 1890. Theirs was the first
 direct confirmation of nitrogen fixation by legumes.

 180 Characterization by the American editor in Bous-
 singault, 1850: p. 1. For the official eloge of Boussin-
 gault, see Deherain, 1887.
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 Science and Medicine at Yale University, who,
 in 1965, first mentioned Boussingault to me and
 suggested this topic as an appropriate seminar
 paper. In due time it developed into a doctoral
 thesis, of which this article is a condensation.
 Doctor Hubert B. Vickery of the Connecticut
 Agricultural Experiment Station in New Haven
 provided helpful comments in the course of its
 preparation. The staffs of the Yale Libraries and
 the Library of the Connecticut Agricultural Ex-
 periment Station were most kind in providing
 source materials and allowing me free access to
 their collections. A United States Public Health
 Training Grant permitted me to work on the
 study without interruption. Many of the prints
 were prepared by Mr. Louis Szekeres at the
 John Crerar Library in Chicago.

 My thanks go to an old friend, Miss Louise P.
 Olsen, for her many helpful suggestions and con-
 structive criticism in preparing this essay for
 publication.
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